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UAS International Trip Support

I

n less than two decades,
UAS International Trip
Support has grown into
a global business and
VIP facilitator, enabling
every conceivable aspect
WN \ZI^MTNZWUKI\MZQVO\WW^MZÆQOP\
permits. Its vast, complex array of
services, delivered by a multinational workforce, is delivered under the
watchful, enthusiastic eye of brothers Mohammed Husary, Co-Owner/
Founder and Executive President,
and Omar Hosari, Co-Owner/
.W]VLMZIVL+PQMN -`MK]\Q^M7ٻ
KMZ
who teamed with Mamoun Milli and
Mohsen Felo to create the company
back in 2000.

Your father’s pioneering role in
Middle East aviation inspired
you with a lifelong passion for
aerospace. Today, 17 years after
forming UAS, does that passion still
drive the business?
Mr Mohammed: We have a
deep-rooted love of aviation, passed
down from our father, Hisham. During
the 1950s he was involved in the
development of Middle Eastern civil
aviation infrastructure and his pioneering
spirit continued in us, providing the
spark that began UAS International
Trip Support. We wanted to establish
IKWUXIVa\PI\XZW^QLMLÆQOP\[]XXWZ\
to international destinations that had
previously been inaccessible.

Mr Omar: Our passion for
aviation inspired us to establish UAS
International Trip Support in 2000
and it continues to drive us today in
our constant effort to improve the user
experience. To do that it’s necessary to
keep developing our solutions provision
so it adds massive value for our clients.
I see our passion for aviation and our
wish to develop and provide superior
solutions as co-dependent.

UAS has a vast international team of
suppliers. How is their compliance
with UAS’s high standards
monitored and assured? How has
the business grown to expand into
every area of trip planning?

Husary family
with their father
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Mr Omar: Our clients need to know
that their operation is safe in our hands,
and that no element of it will fall short
of their expectations. UAS has in excess
of 1,400 preferred international vendors
creating a global support network that
ensures we deliver our commitment to
operational excellence and maintain the
UAS standard of quality.
We have an exhaustive selection
process when it comes to choosing
suppliers. It’s based on an evaluation
by the stakeholders involved, client
feedback, and an internal assessment
of quality and service levels. To be a
preferred UAS vendor companies must
consistently succeed in delivering to
the most demanding specifications,
the highest quality and utmost
cost-effectiveness.
Mr Mohammed: We developed
the full suite of trip support solutions
in response to the demand from clients,
so it was a deliberate process, while at
the same time taking a natural course.
It’s much more efficient to use one
company for all your needs rather than
trying to coordinate between many. So,
as we grew, we enhanced our solution
provision to become a one-stop shop for
all aviation needs.

Looking at the UAS website, the
words ‘safety’ and ‘security’ appear
time and again. Is it fair to say that
aviation safety and the safety of
your clients at every stage of their
UAS-organised trip is a priority?
Mr Omar: Safety and security
is central to delivering the client
experience that we as a trusted global
ITP [integrated transport planning]
organisation guarantee. In terms of
security services, we can provide close
protection personnel quickly and
efficiently, secured vehicles equipped
with state-of-the-art surveillance,
personal bodyguards or full security
team services for close protection
of diplomats, VVIPs and other key
personnel and assets.

We’ve also invested in our station
manager network, located in areas where
KTQMV\[JMVMÅ\NZWUQV\MV[M[]XMZ^Q[QWV
enhancing safety and security. Our
station managers’ local experience and
insight means they can facilitate the
optimal levels of attention and service
necessary to ensure our clients and their
equipment are safe and secure for the
duration of their mission.

Compliance is also exceptionally
important to UAS. Do you believe
that insisting on the compliance of
your suppliers helps you achieve
the utmost service, even in regions
where aviation infrastructure falls
below accepted standards?
Mr Mohammed: We invest a lot of
time listening to our clients so we know
how best to deliver on their individual
requirements, and we know exactly what
concerns they have. We go the extra

the skills and experience of the next
generation of aviation professionals. We
sponsor several scholarship programmes,
including the annual International
Operators Scholarships, presented in
coordination with the NBAA and the
International Operators Conference
Committee, which gives several applicants
funds and support to develop their
education in business aviation.
Our internship programmes give
high school and college students the
opportunity to work in the serviceprovider environment, obtaining real_WZTLM`XMZQMVKMQVLQ[XI\KPÆQOP\
operations and customer service. Also,
our recent collaboration with Hult
International Business School in the US
and the UAE – The Dubai Action Project
IVL\PM0]T\)K\QWV8ZWRMK\·WٺMZML
mentoring to students of its accelerated
Master’s Program at Hult International
Business School in Dubai and New York.

We have a deep-rooted love of aviation, passed down
from our father, Hisham
MOHAMMED HUSARY

mile to ensure they don’t have to worry
about standards slipping, particularly
for operations that involve stops in areas
lacking well-developed infrastructure or
access to services that are commonplace
at established stations. We promise our
clients the UAS standard of quality, which
means they can be assured of getting
the very highest quality available at any
station. This requires us to be extremely
discerning in our choices of supplier.

You support a comprehensive
programme of UAS scholarships
and internships. Why are these
important to you?
Mr Omar: We feel duty-bound to
contribute to the future of the industry we
love. The best way to ensure its continued
growth and prosperity is by enriching

Your charity and Orbis work are
also important. Why?
Mr Mohammed: Just as we’re
committed to the future of business
aviation, we also feel an obligation to
contribute to the wider community.
Orbis does incredible sight-saving
work in some of the world’s most
underdeveloped countries, transporting
eye surgeons and medical professional in
its ‘flying hospital’. The combination of
its charity work and reliance on aviation
as a tool made Orbis a natural choice
for us as a charity partner.

Are your extensive Trip Support
Services managed out of each
PMILY]IZ\MZ[WٻKMIVLPW_LW\PM
ZMOQWVITWٻKM[[\I\QWVUIVIOMZ[
IVLZMXZM[MV\I\Q^M[Å\QV\W\PM
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system? Can UAS really arrange
ÆQOP\[\WQ\[PQOP[\IVLIZL[\WIVa
destination?
Mr Mohammed: When we say we
can get you to any station, it’s because
we can! We arrange for any further
transport you need from the airport
too. This is where our investment in
local knowledge and expertise is vital
to our success. We’ve four strategically
placed continental operations teams in
Houston, Hong Kong, Johannesburg
and Dubai, taking care of global
operations – they support our regional
offices in Beijing, covering Greater
China; Nairobi, covering East Africa;
Lagos, covering Central and West
Africa; and New Delhi, covering the
Indian Subcontinent.
The UAS station manager network
ensures the highest level of supervision
and quality assurance at key global
locations. UAS station managers know
the aviation possibilities in their area
inside out. They have a thorough
understanding of the regulations, know
the best people to contact to make
things happen quickly and can be on
the ground to make sure the operation
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is executed smoothly. This is why our
station managers are so crucial to our
operational success and represent an
offering that no other ITP can claim.
Our clients rely on our global team and
station managers for reliable, up-to-date
NOTAMS, air traffic news and updates,
regulatory requirements and local
operational guidance that can affect the
success of their mission.

Elsewhere in this issue there’s a
discussion of aviation weather and
the connected cockpit. UAS is also a
player in weather provision – how is
your data compiled and presented?
Mr Omar: We use only licenced and
trusted sources for weather data that are
fully updated at a minimum of every
six hours, 365 days a year, to ensure the
very latest global weather information
is available. It can be presented and
tailored to whatever format is most
beneficial to our clients. For example,
we can provide weather analysis from
origin airport, en route, and destination,
including various types of weather
chart, and current and forecast weather
information at airports along the route
being operated.
Mr Mohammed: There are various
means of delivering weather data into
the cockpit, but it largely comes down
to aircraft and cockpit capabilities. Via
UAS FlightEvolution – our recently
launched flight planning and weather
technology – we offer an industry first
by offering weather data that can be
accessed while the pilot is offline and
has no internet connectivity. UAS
FlightEvolution automatically
downloads 48 hours’ worth
of weather data when it’s
online, storing it in the
client’s FlightEvolution
database, ready for
pilot access at any
time. When
the tool is
reconnected
Mohammed Husary

with WiFi, the weather data is fully
refreshed automatically.
We also offer pilots ACARS text
weather data upload via datalink. And
we provide weather charts and data from
a dedicated portal that pilots access from
their iPad or EFB when they have WiFi
connectivity. And of course, we can send
weather information as conventional
pdf or Word attachments to any email
account the client nominates.

UAS has a particular competence in
OIQVQVOW^MZÆQOP\XMZUQ\[?PI\¼[
the key to its success in this delicate
operation?
Mr Mohammed: The key to our
consistent success in obtaining permits
– often at extremely short notice – is
the continuous collection, update and
follow-up of countries’ regulation and
requirement data. This means we have
the most relevant information and can act
quickly, saving our clients time. Also, after
almost two decades, we’ve accumulated
rich experience in dealing with authorities
_WZTL_QLMIVLIZMN]TTaI_IZMWN LQٺMZMV\
administrative processes.

Under its Executive Travel
Services banner, UAS offers a

UAS INTERNATIONAL TRIP SUPPORT

Mr Mohammed: We believe great
vision begins with great people and look
for extra qualities beyond pure expertise
and rich aviation experience. We’re
entirely client-centric, so our employees
must have the same perspective – we
attract great communicators and
problem solvers, and we always keep a
focus on cultural diversity and gender
equality in our HR strategy.

?PI\PI[JMMV\PMUW[\LQٻK]T\
challenge in growing UAS to its
present global position?

variety of personal services
from hotel bookings, through
arranging entry visas to providing
close security details. These
require staff with diverse, expert
knowledge. Is their motivation
and integrity critical to UAS’s
continued success?
Mr Omar: The UAS Executive
Travel team members truly live and
breathe their work. Their passion is
extraordinary and integral to our success.
They’re available to our clients around
the clock, 365 days of the year. Their
extensive experience and expertise allows
us to partner with leading hospitality
brands so we can guarantee a premium
travel experience. And I doubt there is
any situation or last-minute request they
haven’t heard, and delivered on. They
are a truly great team.

Your international team includes
people of 50 nationalities speaking
42 languages. Does this leave UAS
with a better understanding of
regional sensitivities, cultural
LQٺMZMVKM[IVLM`XMK\I\QWV['
Mr Omar: Fifty nationalities
certainly ensure massive diversity and a
great melting pot of ideas!

Mr Mohammed: There are always
challenges in business, particularly when
you’re ambitious and think big. But our
philosophy is that we don’t see them as
challenges, but opportunities. Our ethos
as a dynamic solutions provider demands
that we always strive to respond to the
constant changes in the market.

How do you envisage UAS growing/
changing in the next decade?
Mr Mohammed: We have just
completed an historic strategic alliance
with Deer Jet, which saw it become
the major shareholder of UAS. So I
foresee the next decade being incredibly
exciting in terms of enhancement in our
capabilities. Since Deer Jet operates as a
wholly-owned subsidiary of HNA Group
(a Fortune Global 500 company), UAS
will have more opportunities to serve the
group’s airlines.
However, UAS Group executive
management continues under the
leadership of myself and Omar as
co-owners/founders, Executive
President and CEO, respectively,
and we’ll be focusing on
accelerating our strategic
goals. I can see the next
decade as a time when
UAS transforms the
flight user experience.
Our concentration
will remain on
growing our
Omar Hosari

business organically and expanding our
strategic partnerships, while keeping the
development of our technology at the
top of our priorities.
Mr Omar: We foresee significant
enhancement of our technology over
the next decade. We’ve just launched
UAS Evolution, the flagship product
from our technology suite, and we’ll
be launching more tools in the coming
months. UAS Flight Evolution is a
truly revolutionary flight planning and
weather tool with unique capabilities
and a refined simplicity that’s gaining
hugely positive feedback within
the industry. We’ll be completely
revamping the user experience and the
industry status quo in this area over
the next ten years.

?PI\PI^MJMMV\PMUW[\[QOVQÅKIV\
changes in business aviation in the
last decade?
Mr Mohammed: The growth,
expansion and popularity of business
aviation have been the major changes.
There are many new operators and
there has also been a significant increase
in FBO networks. The quality levels of
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0I^MaW]IXMZ[WVITLMÅVQVO
aviation moment?

Fifty nationalities certainly ensure massive diversity
and a great melting pot of ideas!
OMAR HOSARI

service delivery have greatly improved,
thanks to initiatives to have quality
assurance and safety reviews based on
general aviation requirements.

What do you think will be the most
[QOVQÅKIV\KPIVOM[QV\PMVM`\
decade?
Mr Mohammed: Technology is
evolving quickly, as proven by our own
technology developments. I think this
will be the most significant change,
with more consolidation in the industry.
The challenge for operators and
dispatchers will be to keep up with these
developments so their operations benefit
from the advances. Also, I think we will
see more regulations concerning the use
of drones.

What are your personal ambitions
for the next decade? What about
for UAS?
Mr Mohammed: My personal
ambition is to continue being successful
and reach an optimal balance among the
key elements in my life: family, business,
education and health. As for UAS, I
can visualise the day when it becomes a
reference for changing the shape of the
industry through creative new trends
and developments in user experience,
which I hope to bring about in our
aviation services in the coming years.
Mr Omar: I plan to achieve a PhD in
Business Administration. Regarding UAS,
it’s my ambition to see us become the
undisputed world leader in international
ÆQOP\[]XXWZ\W^MZ\PMVM`\LMKILM

Mr Mohammed: Mine was during
an evening of contemplation in May
2000, when I had the first spark of
the idea to establish UAS, chose the
company name, base and structure,
and its vision for the next decade. I
still remember that evening and the
challenges along our way, and I’m very
proud to have witnessed UAS become
a truly global leader in the industry,
proving that the long years of hard
work and determination did not go
in vain.
Mr Omar: Personally, mine was
when I knew I had to create UAS –
the realisation of how important the
work would be. Professionally, I would
have to nominate the day we finalised
our partnership with Deer Jet. It was
the realisation of our objectives and
the reward for much hard work and
negotiation. I’m exceptionally proud of
what we’ve achieved. Q

Mr Mohammed and Mr Omar with
Zhang Peng, Deer Jet Chairman and CEO
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From homeless salesman
to $4-billion empire
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uccess unshared is failure,” says
billionaire philanthropist John
Paul DeJoria, co-founder and
Chairman of the Board of John
Paul Mitchell Hair Systems. The
world’s largest privately held
salon hair care line, it’s now worth $3.3 billion.
DeJoria is also co-creator of The Patrón Spirits
Company (said to be worth $6 billion), which
produces the world’s number one ultrapremium tequila. DeJoria’s other businesses
include Marquis Yachts, ROK Mobile, a
no-contract low-cost mobile carrier, and his latest passion, a natural dermatologist-developed
cold sore treatment.
1\¼[LQٻK]T\\WJMTQM^M\PI\4W[)VOMTM[JWZV,M2WZQI
_PW[MNI\PMZTMN\_PMVPM_I[\_WWVKMKWTTMK\ML
LQ[KIZLMLJW\\TM[NWZKI[P_I[\_QKMPWUMTM[[_WZSML
I[IRIVQ\WZXIXMZJWaIVLMVKaKTWXIMLQI[ITM[UIV
IUWVOW\PMZRWJ[IVLOI^MITT\PMUWVMaPMMIZVML\W
PQ[UW\PMZ
)NM_aMIZ[TI\MZ,M2WZQIITWVO_Q\PPQ[XIZ\VMZ
8I]T5Q\KPMTTKZMI\ML2WPV8I]T5Q\KPMTT0IQZ;a[\MU[
_Q\PR][\ #,M2WZQIÅZ[\[WTL\PMPIQZXZWL]K\[NZWU
PQ[KIZ6W_\PQ[XWVa\IQTMLaMIZWTLQ[IUWVO\PM
_WZTL¼[ZQKPM[\JQTTQWVIQZMMV\ZMXZMVM]Z[aM\PM[XMVL[
UW[\WN PQ[\QUMPMTXQVOW\PMZ[
,M2WZQIZMKMV\TaKWUXTM\MLGood FortuneI
LWK]UMV\IZaIJW]\PQ[UQ[[QWV\WKPIVOM\PM_WZTLJa
QV[XQZQVOW\PMZ[\WLWOWWL¹AW]LWV¼\VMMLUWVMa\W
UISMQ\ºPM[Ia[¹AW]KIVOQ^MJIKS_Q\PaW]Z\QUMº
0Q[UIVaKPIZQ\IJTMQV^M[\UMV\[[XIV\PMKWZM^IT]M[
WN PQ[KWUXIVQM["[][\IQVIJQTQ\a[WKQITZM[XWV[QJQTQ\aIVL
IVQUITNZQMVLTQVM[[)UWVOPQ[UIVaXPQTIV\PZWXQM[
PMPMTX[KZMI\MPW][QVOIVLRWJWXXWZ\]VQ\QM[NWZ\PM
PWUMTM[[QV)][\QV<M`I[#NW]VLML/ZW_)XXITIKPQI\W
XZWL]KMV]\ZQ\QW][NWWLNWZLQ[IL^IV\IOML)XXITIKPQIV[#
IVLQ[\PMUIRWZKWV\ZQJ]\WZ\W.WWLNWZ)NZQKI
XZW\MK\QVOKPQTLZMV_PWPI^MTW[\XIZMV\[\W)1,;
,M2WZQIPI[J]QT\[KPWWT[[]XXWZ\[KTMIV_I\MZMٺWZ\[
IVLPMTX[KWV[MZ^MZIQVNWZM[\ZMNWZM[\I\QWVXZWRMK\[0M
UM\_Q\P6MT[WV5IVLMTI\W\ITSIJW]\TIVLUQVM[IVL
MZILQKI\QVO01>IVLM`KPIVOMLQLMI[WV_WZTLXMIKM
_Q\P\PM,ITIQ4IUI,M2WZQIPI[[QOVML*QTT/I\M[¼[IVL
?IZZMV*]ٺM\¼[»<PM/Q^QVO8TMLOM¼I[INWZUITXZWUQ[M
\WOQ^MJIKSPITN PQ[_MIT\P?MKI]OP\]X_Q\P\PQ[J][a
XPQTIV\PZWXQ[\MV\ZMXZMVM]ZI\PQ[PWUMQV)][\QV

1_I[IVLQVJM\_MMVRWJ[1KIUMPWUMWVMLIa
QVW]ZWVTaKIZIVLUa_QNM[IQL[PMPIL\WZ]VLW_V\W
\PM[\WZM1OI^MPMZ\PMKIZSMa[IVL[PM\WWSW?ٺPMV
1OW\]X[\IQZ[\PMZM_I[Ua[WV[Q\\QVOQV\PMUQLLTMWN 
\PMÆWWZ_Q\PITQ\\TMXQTMWN KTW\PM[IVLIVW\MNZWUUa
_QNM[IaQVO¹;WZZaKIV¼\PIVLTMJMQVOIUWUIVaUWZM
0M¼TTJMU]KPJM\\MZW_ٺQ\PaW]/WWLT]KS/WWL
JaMº;PM¼LKTMIVMLW]\_PI\TQ\\TMUWVMa_MPILIVL[PM
PILV¼\XIQL\PMZMV\WZ]\QTQ\aJQTTNWZ\PZMMUWV\P[1_I[
M^QK\MLIVLMVLML]XOM\\QVOIKIZ\PI\1[TMX\QV_Q\PUa
[WV1_I[\WWXZW]L\WI[SUaUWUNWZUWVMaWZNWZUa
WTLJMLZWWUJIKS[W1KWTTMK\ML[WLIXWXJW\\TM[

You had many jobs as a teenager, and after
you left the Navy. Then, you became homeless.
How did that happen?

In 1971, you were working for a hair company
as a district sales manager. How’d you end up
working for a hair company?

Did you end up raising your son alone?
AM[]V\QTPM_I[IJW]\aMIZ[WTL<PMV[]LLMVTa
PQ[UW\PMZ[PW_ML]XW]\WN VW_PMZMIVL_IV\ML
\WZIQ[MPQU1LWV¼\\PQVS[PM_IV\ML\WJMIUWU#1
\PQVS[PM_IV\ML\PMKPMY]M[PMZMKMQ^MLNWZJMQVOI
LMXMVLMV\XMZ[WV)Va_IaUa[WV_I[V¼\PIXXa[W1
OW\PQUJIKSIVLÅVQ[PMLZIQ[QVOPQU1\_I[V¼\MI[a

Mineseeker
Foundation
patrons have
included Nelson
Mandela, Sir
Richard Branson,
John Paul
DeJoria and
Brad Pitt

What did your mother teach you?
;PM\I]OP\UMIVLUaJZW\PMZ\PI\_MKW]TLLW
IVa\PQVO_M_IV\MLQN _MZMITTaIXXTQMLW]Z[MT^M[;PM
IT[W\I]OP\UM\PMXW_MZWN OQ^QVO7VM+PZQ[\UI[QV
\PMMIZTa![[PMUILMUaJZW\PMZIVL1X]\W]ZWVTa
LQUMQV\W\PM;IT^I\QWV)ZUaJ]KSM\IVL[IQL¹*Wa[
ZMUMUJMZQVTQNM\PMZM¼[IT_Ia[[WUMJWLa\PI\VMML[Q\
UWZM\PIVaW]LWº

Did you ever have a mentor?
6WJ]\IKW]XTMWN XMWXTMQVKT]LQVOUa\POZILM
\MIKPMZ\WTLUMIVL5QKPMTTM/QTTQIU_M¼LVM^MZIUW]V\
\WIVa\PQVO5QKPMTTM/QTTQIUJMKIUM5QKPMTTM8PQTTQX[WN 
<PM5IUI[\PM8IXI[[W_MJW\PLQLWSIa
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1_I[JWZMLI\UaRWJI[IKQZK]TI\QWVUIVIOMZ
I\<QUM1VKIVLI[SMLUaJW[[PW_1KW]TLOM\I
XZWUW\QWV0M[IQL¹AW]¼ZMaMIZ[WTLIVLaW]PI^M
VWKWTTMOMML]KI\QWV)[SUM_PMVaW]¼ZMº;W1TMN\
IVL_MV\QV\WXZWNM[[QWVITPIQZKIZM[ITM[

?PI\_I[Q\TQSMÅVITTaJMQVOIJW[['
1\_I[_WVLMZN]T?PMV1KW]TLÅVITTaPQZMWVM
XMZ[WV·WJ^QW][Ta\WLIa_MPI^M\PW][IVL[·1KW]TL
LW_PI\1_IV\ML1KW]TL\ZMI\XMWXTMTQSMOWWLP]UIV
JMQVO[TQSM^MZaQUXWZ\IV\XMWXTMVW\TQSMRMZS[\PM_Ia
1_I[\ZMI\ML

And then you met Paul Mitchell, the hairdresser?
0M_I[\ZaQVO\W[\IZ\IKWUXIVaJ]\PQ[XZWL]K\[
_MZMV¼\\PI\OWWL[W1\ZQML\WPMTXPQUW]\1\_I[
ILQ[I[\MZIVL_MPIL\WZMNWZU]TI\MM^MZa\PQVO1
[]OOM[\ML[\IZ\QVOIKWUXIVa\WOM\PMZ_Q\PIVQV^M[\WZ
_PW_I[OWQVO\WX]\]XPITN IUQTTQWVLWTTIZ[1VÆI\QWV
QV\PM=;_I[ ]VMUXTWaUMV\ IVL
QV\MZM[\ZI\M[QN aW]KW]TLOM\ITWIV_MZMIJW]\ 
<PMQV^M[\WZJIKSMLW]\[W_MMIKPX]\QV ·1
JWZZW_ML[WUMNZWUUaUWU·IVL_M[\IZ\ML\PM
KWUXIVa_Q\P 

Jean Paul Mitchell is worth at least $3.3 billion.
)TW\WN X]JTQKKWZXWZI\QWV[PI^MWٺMZML\WJ]a
your business – why won’t you sell?
8I]T5Q\KPMTT_QTTVM^MZJMNWZ[ITMJMKI][M_PMV
1[\IZ\ML_Q\PVW\PQVO1\WTLPIQZLZM[[MZ[¹/]a[QN 
aW]JMTQM^MQV][_M¼TTIT_Ia[[\IaQV\PMXZWNM[[QWVIT
PIQZKIZMJ][QVM[[\W[]XXWZ\aW]IVL\WOQ^MIL^QKM\W
K][\WUMZ[·_M¼TTVM^MZTM\aW]LW_VIVL1¼TTSMMXUa
XZWUQ[M\WaW]NWZM^MZº1W_V\PMUIRWZQ\aIVLX]\QV
IaMIZ\Z][\[WVWUI\\MZ_PI\PIXXMV[\WUMVW
WVMKIV\ISMQ\W]\WN \PMXZWNM[[QWVIT[ITWVJ][QVM[[1\¼[
JMQVOM\PQKIT
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How has your rags-to-riches background
IٺMK\MLaW]Z_IaWN LWQVOJ][QVM[['
1\¼[OQ^MVUMP]UQTQ\aNWZXMWXTMIVL\PMIJQTQ\a\W
IXXZMKQI\M\PMU.WZM`IUXTMI[[WWVI[1KW]TLIٺWZL
Q\M^MZaWVM_PW_WZSMLNWZUMI\8I]T5Q\KPMTTZMKMQ^ML
NZMMT]VKPIVL\PMa[\QTTLW1ZMUMUJMZ\QUM[_PMV1PIL
!KMV\[·aW]KIV¼\OM\U]KPNWZ\PI\IVL1VM^MZNWZOW\
\PI\-^MVW]Z_IZMPW][MXMWXTMOM\NZMMT]VKPIVL1
M`\MVLML\PI\\W5M`QKW_PMZMXMWXTMUISMIVL
JW\\TM8I\Z~V#M^MZaWVMOM\[NZMMT]VKP1N aW]_WZSNWZ
UMWV\PMVQOP\[PQN\aW]OM\NZMMLQVVMZ

I understand your love of tequila brought you
to Mexico in 1989. Did you go there in hopes of
creating a tequila?
6WVW\I\ITT1_I[_Q\PUaNZQMVL5IZ\QVLZQVSQVO
\PMI_N]T\MY]QTIWN \PMLIaIVL_MLMKQLML\WUISM
I\MY]QTIaW]KW]TL[QX\PI\LQLV¼\UISMaW]KZIbaWZ
[QKS\PMVM`\LIa?MKZMI\ML\PM[UWW\PM[\WN \MY]QTI[
QVIPIVLJTW_VZMKaKTMLOTI[[JW\\TM?M[WTLQ\NWZ
!IJW\\TM_PMZMI[\PMI^MZIOM\MY]QTI_I[ WZ
IJW\\TM8MWXTM_MZMZMT]K\IV\\W[XMVL[WU]KPJ]\
IN\MZI_PQTM\PMa_IV\ML\W\ZMI\\PMU[MT^M[\W\PMJM[\

?MVM^MZ\WWSI_IaNZWU\PMPQOPY]ITQ\aIVLVW__M
XZWL]KMW^MZUQTTQWVKI[M[WN [XQZQ\[IaMIZ

To what do you attribute your success in this
venture?
3MMXQVO\PMXZWL]K\KWV[Q[\MV\VM^MZ\ISQVOI_Ia
KW[\_Q[M_PI\Q\\ISM[\WSMMXQ\\PQ[_IaIVLOQ^QVO
JIKS7]Z8I\Z~VMUXTWaMM[SVW__MPMTX\PM_WZTL
JMKWUMIJM\\MZXTIKMJMKI][MWN \PMKPIZQ\aM^MV\[_M
LW?PQTMUIVaXMWXTM[\WXXML[]XXWZ\QVO3I\ZQVI
aMIZ[IOW_M¼ZM[\QTTJ]QTLQVOPW][M[QV6M_7ZTMIV[¼;\
*MZVIZL8ZWRMK\[?MPMTXXMWXTMW]\QV5M`QKW\PM=;
IVLW\PMZXIZ\[WN \PM_WZTL_Q\PKPIZQ\IJTMM^MV\[

Your company John Paul Pet makes a line of
shampoos and conditioners for pets, which are
\M[\MLWVP]UIV[ÅZ[\)ZMaW]\PMÅZ[\\W\M[\
products on humans?
?PMV1_I[IVI\QWVITUIVIOMZI\:MLSMV\PMZM
_MZMTQ\\TMUIZUW[M\UWVSMa[\PI\R][\[I\QVKIOM[ITT
LIaTWVOJMKI][MQ\UILM\PMKWUXIVaTWWSI[\PW]OP
\PMaM`XMZQUMV\ML_Q\PIVQUIT[NWZ[INM\a1[IQL¹*]\
_MLWV¼\UISMXZWL]K\[NWZIVQUIT[_MUISM\PMU
NWZP]UIV[ º1_I[\MZUQVI\MLIKW]XTMWN UWV\P[
TI\MZ?PMV1[\IZ\MLUaKWUXIVa1UILMQ\IXWTQKa
VM^MZ\W\M[\WVIVQUIT[?M\M[\ITT\PM[PIUXWW[IVL
KWVLQ\QWVMZ[WVW]Z[MT^M[

| JOHN PAUL DEJORIA

I+WI[\/]IZLK]\\MZ[W\PMaKW]TLKPI[MLW_V
JWI\[QV^WT^MLQV\PMLM[\Z]K\QWVWN PIJQ\I\IVL\PM
[TI]OP\MZWN _QTLTQNMQV\PM_WZTL¼[WKMIV[1¼UIT[W
^MZaXI[[QWVI\MIJW]\IVM_XZWOZIUUMQV)][\QV
KITTML5WJQTM4WI^M[IVL.Q[PM[?M¼ZMJ]QTLQVOI
KWUU]VQ\aWN [UITTPWUM[\WOM\\PMPWUMTM[[
W\ٺPM[\ZMM\[QV\WIXTIKM_PMZM\PMaKIVTQ^MIVL
_WZSQVOIZLMV[IVQUITP][JIVLZaIVL\PMTQSM?M
PI^MIUM\IT[PWXIVLI_WWL[PWX<PQ[KW]TLJM
\PMIV[_MZ\W\PMPWUMTM[[XZWJTMUQV\PM=;_PMZM
aW]OQ^MXMWXTMIPWUMIVL_WZS\WLW<PMa¼ZMVW\
WV_MTNIZM#\PMaPI^M_WZS[W\PMaKIVXIa\PM !I
UWV\PZMV\

What are the most important leadership
lessons you’ve learned since you’ve been in
business?
?PMVM^MZaW]KZQ\QKQ[M[WUMJWLaIT_Ia[LWQ\
JMPQVLKTW[MLLWWZ[IVLWVMWVWVM;MKWVLTaIT_Ia[
UISM[]ZM\PI\\PMY]ITQ\aWN aW]Z[MZ^QKMWZXZWL]K\Q[
[WOWWL\PI\XMWXTM_QTT_IV\\WZMWZLMZ

What’s the biggest business mistake you’ve
ever made?
<PMZMPI^MJMMV[M^MZITXMWXTMQVUaTQNM\PI\1
ZMITTa\Z][\MLIVL1JMTQM^ML_PI\\PMa_MZM[IaQVO_I[
KWZZMK\J]\Q\_I[V¼\<PI\_I[UaNI]T\NWZVW\KPMKSQVO
W]\_PI\\PMa_MZMLWQVOWZ\MTTQVOUM

And you have a new service called ROK Mobile?
?M¼ZMKPIVOQVO\PM_IaXMWXTM\PQVSIJW]\KMTT]TIZ
XPWVM[QV\PMQZTQNM[\aTM:735WJQTMXZW^QLM[
KWV[]UMZ[IVWKWV\ZIK\UWJQTMKIZZQMZLMTQ^MZQVO
VI\QWV_QLM/4<-KW^MZIOMIVL]VTQUQ\ML^WQKM\M`\
LI\IIVLU][QK1\IT[WQVKT]LM[IKKQLMV\ITTQNMQV[]ZIVKM
J]ZQITQV[]ZIVKMZWIL[QLMKIZ[MZ^QKMIVL<MTMUMLQKQVM
ILWK\WZQ[WV\PMW\PMZMVLQN aW]¼^MOW\aW]Z
[UIZ\XPWVMNWZR][\ !!IUWV\P

Your newest product is Aubio. When did it go
on the market and what is it?
)]JQWQ[IXTIV\JI[ML\ZMI\UMV\NWZKWTL[WZM[
<_W\PQZL[WN \PM_WZTL¼[XWX]TI\QWV·JQTTQWV
XMWXTM·PI^M\PMKWTL[WZM^QZ][1JMTQM^MXTIV\[_QTT
JM\PMIV[_MZ\WUIVaWN W]ZUMLQKITKPITTMVOM[IVL
\ZMI\UMV\[QV\PMN]\]ZMIVL1¼UIJQOJMTQM^MZQV[I^QVO
XTIV\[IVL_I\MZ

Were you going by your gut?
1\PW]OP\1_I[J]\1_I[V¼\XIaQVOI\\MV\QWV

AW]ÆaXZQ^I\MTaIVLW_VaW]ZXTIVM[?PI\LW
aW]Æa'
),I[[I]T\.ITKWVI/]TN[\ZMIU/1>IVLI
4MIZRM\<PM4MIZRM\Q[JMQVOUIZSM\MLZQOP\VW_
1¼TTPIVL[QOV\PMXTIVMITWVO_Q\PI[XMKQITJW\\TMWN 
8I\Z~V_Q\P\PMVM_W_VMZ¼[VIUMWVQ\1TMI[M\PM
/1>W]\JMKI][M\PMUIZSM\\IVSMLWV/1>[IVL\PM
Mٻ
KQMVKaWN \PM.ITKWVUMIV[Q\][M[TM[[\PIVPITN 
\PMOI[\PM/1>LWM[1\UISM[UWZM[MV[MNWZUM\W
PI^MIVQKMXTIVM\PI\¼TTÆaIZW]VLJ]\][MPITN \PMOI[
<PM/1>_W]TLJM[WTLJ]\\PMUIZSM\Q[LW_V[W_M
TMI[MQ\W]\MIKPaMIZ1PI^MIXIZ\VMZWV\PI\

?PI\Q[\PMX]ZXW[MWN aW]ZÆQOP\['
5W[\TaJ][QVM[[IVLXPQTIV\PZWXa

What are you most passionate about
right now?
7VJMPITN WN ITT\PMPIQZLZM[[MZ[QV\PM_WZTL
1JW]OP\\PM;MI;PMXPMZL+WV[MZ^I\QWV;WKQM\a

0W_U]KPLWaW]\PQVSaW]ÆaXZQ^I\MTaQVI
typical year?
1¼UWV\PMZWILXZWJIJTaWVM\PQZLWN \PMaMIZ
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If you were going to upgrade from your
Falcon, which jet would you buy and why?
1¼U\PQVSQVOIJW]\]XOZILQVOVM`\aMIZ1¼LOWNZWU
\PM.ITKWV\WXW[[QJTa\PM.ITKWV@<PM@Q[
WVMWN \PMOZMMVM[\XTIVM[M^MZUILM1\¼[M`\ZMUMTa
N]MTMٻ
KQMV\][QVOPITN \PMN]MTI/1>_W]TL][MQ\PI[
QV\MZVI\QWVITZIVOMIVL_PMVÆaQVO]XI\N\\PM
IT\Q\]LMNWZXI[[MVOMZ[Q[WVTa!N\)VLQ\PI[\PM
ZIVOMWN I/>

Does an aircraft management company
manage your planes?
AM[UaW_V1¼^MPILIXIZ\VMZ0ILQIVLPQ[[WV
,MVVQ[NWZUWZM\PIV\_WLMKILM[<PMKWUXIVaQ[
KITTML:WaIT2M\

How close an eye do you keep on expenses?
5aXIZ\VMZ[_I\KPITT\PI\ZMITTa_MTT

When you’re visiting a new destination, do you
leave the decision on which FBO you’ll arrive
I\\WaW]ZÆQOP\WX[\MIUWZXQTW\'
1TMI^M\PI\\WUaXQTW\<PMJQOLQٺMZMVKM[IZMQV\PM
N]MTKW[\IVL\PMKWV^MVQMVKMWN _PMZM1¼UOWQVO

?PaLWaW]ÆaXZQ^I\MTa'
1\_W]TLJMQUXW[[QJTM\WZ]V\PMJ][QVM[[M[WZLW
\PMXPQTIV\PZWXQK\PQVO[1LWQN 1LQLV¼\PI^MIXZQ^I\M
RM\1KW]TLV¼\UISM\_W[\WX[QVWVMLIa1KW]TLV¼\JMI[
ÆM`QJTM7N\MVQ\UISM[UWZM[MV[M\W[XMVL\PI\M`\ZI
UWVMaNWZIXZQ^I\MRM\1¼^MJMKWUM\_W\W\PZMM\QUM[
I[XZWÅKQMV\IVLMٻ
KQMV\I\_PI\1LWJMKI][MWN W]Z
XZQ^I\MRM\IVL1¼UIJTM\WLWITW\WN \PQVO[1¼LVM^MZ
JMIJTM\WLWW\PMZ_Q[M)Va\QUM[WUMWVM
KWV[QLMZ[¹;PW]TL1J]aIXZQ^I\M
RM\';PW]TL_MPI^MITMI[QVO
XZWOZIUUMNWZUaM`MK]\Q^M
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1JMTQM^MXTIV\[_QTTJM\PMIV[_MZ\WUIVa
WN W]ZUMLQKITKPITTMVOM[IVL\ZMI\UMV\[QV
\PMN]\]ZMIVL1¼UIJQOJMTQM^MZQV
[I^QVOXTIV\[IVL_I\MZ
UIVIOMZ\WÆaIZW]VL'ºLWKWV[QLMZQ\JMKI][M
M^MV\PW]OPQ\KW[\[UWVMa\QUMQ[UWVMaIVLÆaQVO
XZQ^I\MTaKIVJMM`\ZMUMTa^IT]IJTM

0W_LWM[ÆaQVOXZQ^I\MTaPMTX_Q\PaW]Z
XPQTIV\PZWXQKMٺWZ\['
1\TM\[UMOWWVMXTIKMIVL\PMV1KIVQUUMLQI\MTa
Æa\W[WUMXTIKMMT[MIVL_PQTM1¼U\PMZMKPMKSWV
_PI\_M¼ZMLWQVOXPQTIV\PZWXQKITTa)\\PM[IUM\QUM1
KIV\]ZVIZW]VLIVLÆaZQOP\JIKS\W\PMVM`\J][QVM[[
IXXWQV\UMV\.TaQVOXZQ^I\MTaIT[WMVIJTM[UM\W
[WUM\QUM[Æa\WXTIKM[KWUUMZKQITÆQOP\[LWV¼\OW

You certainly don’t need to work for a living
anymore, so why do you continue to work and
keep creating new businesses?
1TW^M_PI\1LW1PI^M\PMMVMZOa\WLWQ\IVL1TQSM
\PMNIK\\PI\1KIVKZMI\MUIVaRWJ[NWZITW\WN XMWXTMQV
UISQVOIOWWLJ][QVM[[\PI\UISM[\PMUNMMTXZW]L

And what do you think is the secret to your
success?
1¼UMV\P][QI[\QKIJW]\_PI\1LWIVL1TW^MQ\

What’s left for you to do?
5a/WL1¼^MR][\OW\\MVOWQVO 1¼U
WVTaaMIZ[WTLIVL_Q\P\WLIa¼[
\MKPVWTWOaMV\P][QI[UIVL\PM
ZQOP\\PQVSQVO1KIVTQ^M\WJM
W^MZ Q

Be
inspired

AkzoNobel creates everyday essentials to
make people’s lives more liveable and inspiring.
As a leading global paints and coatings
company and a major producer of specialty
chemicals, AkzoNobel supplies essential
ingredients, essential protection and essential
color to industries and consumers worldwide.
AkzoNobel’s Specialty Coatings division offers
an extensive portfolio of aesthetically and
technologically innovative paints and coatings
for high-end and luxury yachts, automobiles,
private jets and image defining electronic
devices. AkzoNobel’s paint and coatings
solutions help provide bespoke identities,
making customers’ products more interesting
and attractive to end-users, by means of
innovative colors and haptics, enhanced
protection and durability, whilst reducing
manufacturing and operational costs.
These coatings are all available from one source:
AkzoNobel Specialty Coatings.
www.akzonobel.com

WEATHER & THE CONNECTED COCKPIT

Typical SD GeoServices displays showing a planned
route, critical hazard alert and diverted route

Smoothing
the ride
Weather & the Connected Cockpit

C

abin connectivity
has become something passengers
expect in business
and commercial
aviation. Business
and VIP passengers demand video
conferencing, email, web browsing
and live content just as they would
QV\PMPWUMWZWٻ
KM·IVL_Q\P\PM
latest Ka-band and 4G systems, at
last they’re enjoying something that
comes close.
Yet facilitating business and keeping
us entertained are but two connectivityenabled functions. Perhaps more
significant are the enhancements
broadband connectivity has delivered
into the cockpit. Flight planning,
maintenance schedules, live operational
updates and complex safety data are
being sent to cockpits in flight, in near
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real time, for display on cockpit screens,
iPads and other devices.
Pilots are now better informed about
the weather than ever before. The latest
weather products are delivering the
strategic picture and turbulence reports
directly into cockpits, complementing
weather radar data or providing
comprehensive weather pictures to
aircraft without radar.
Honeywell Technical Sales Manager
Jeff Hester notes that its IntuVue
weather radar is available on the
Falcon 8X and Gulfstream G650, but
explains that the company’s Weather
Information System (WIS), “…has been
available to business jet subscribers for
a number of years”. Now updated as
WINN (Weather InformatioN Network),
it’s available to business jet operators
and airlines alike. The system collects
crowd-sourced weather data and delivers

it into subscribers’ cockpits, typically for
display on an electronic flight bag (EFB).
Now, thanks to modern connectivity
standards, Honeywell is working
towards downlinking IntuVue data from
equipped aircraft and merging it into
a crowd-sourced product, creating a
system far more capable than WINN
alone. “The composite weather obtained
from crowd sourcing IntuVue radar data
will be uplinked to provide near realtime, worldwide radar images to WINN
subscribers. Customers connected to
WINN via satcom will have global
coverage,” Hester says.
“Today, WINN is not intended to
replace on board weather radar, but
to complement it. The on board radar
is still the best way to generate to-thesecond, high-resolution weather data
describing what’s in front of the aircraft,
with individual cell resolution for

WEATHER & THE CONNECTED COCKPIT

tactical decisions. WINN is more useful
for routing around weather systems
and long-range strategic planning. For
example, one of the weather layers
provided shows predicted areas of clear
air turbulence and commercial crews
may decide to do a meal service earlier
or later based on this, or may decide
they should route around it. Having
the weather along the entire flight
plan allows for more optimal routing
decisions because it shows extended
systems that may go well beyond the
320nm radar range.”
Spilled Coffee
Clear air turbulence has caused many a
K]XWN KWٺMM\W[XQTTJ]\QVM`\ZMUMKI[M[
poses a real threat to passenger and crew
safety, and Honeywell’s WINN is not
the only game in town for its prediction.
Last June, Gogo and IBM’s The Weather
Company announced the insertion of
the latter’s Turbulence Auto PIREP
(pilot report) System (TAPS) turbulence
detection algorithm into Gogo’s aircraftbased communications servers.
Lisa Peterson, Vice President of
Marketing and Digital Strategy
for Gogo Business Aviation
explains: “The algorithm runs
on the aircraft. The report is
generated on the LRU and
shared via Gogo’s server on the
ground. The ground server and
Gogo’s business systems gateway
then route it to The Weather
Company.
“Rollout began in late 2016
and currently there are more
\PIVIQZKZIN\ÆaQVO_Q\P\PM
application. Although we’re just
in the initial phases of the rollout,
the application is gathering
data and feeding it through the
algorithm as planned.”
Gogo chose its Business
Aviation unit as launch
platform, given the broader
range of altitudes its customers
use compared to commercial

airlines. The moderate size of Gogo’s
air-to-ground (ATG) antenna also means
\PI\[UITTMZIQZKZIN\XW[[QJTaÆaQVOI\
much lower altitudes than an airliner
or large-cabin bizjet, also feed data
into the system – “As long as they have
Gogo hardware and software, they’re
KWV\ZQJ]\QVOº8M\MZ[WVKWVÅZU[
A spokesperson from The Weather
Company adds: “Business aviation fleets
have unique characteristics in terms
of routes, airports and altitudes that
benefit all our customers. This is a great
example of the Internet of Things in
action, where we’re collecting massive
amounts of data very quickly and then
using that insight to provide guidance to
all flights that will be travelling through
impacted air space.”
Intuitively the product seems an
offering only for Gogo customers, but
that’s not so: “It benefits the aviation
community as a whole. Basically,
users can be active or passive. If they
have a Gogo system they’re actively
contributing to the crowd sourcing
of the data – it’s done automatically.
If they don’t have a Gogo system, it’s

still possible for an aircraft to use the
app and passively consume/use the
information,” Peterson confirms.
The application currently runs only
on Gogo’s North America ATG network,
but the algorithm continues its work even
_PMV\PMIQZKZIN\ÆQM[W]\WN )</ZIVOM
“Reports are cached and transmitted to
the ground once the ATG link becomes
available again,” Peterson says.
Total Weather
Aside from its work with Gogo, The
Weather Company offers a range
of connectivity-enabled products
founded on many years in the weather
forecasting business. Its WSI Fusion,
Forecast Services, Total Turbulence and
Pilotbrief offerings all use weather data
gathered via the company’s Internet of
Things (IoT). This collects information
from thousands of global weather
stations – individual reporters, military
and civilian airfields, satellites and
platforms at sea. The whole is merged
into a coherent picture by The Weather
Company’s experienced aviation
meteorologists and delivered into the
cockpit or operations centre.
The Weather Company’s apps enable
pilots to take strategic decisions based on
current or predicted weather, hundreds
and even thousands of miles down route.
If snow is going to close the destination
airport, for example, they’ll know hours
in advance and begin planning around
the problem. And they’ll know about
storm cells even beyond the range of
their weather radar and be able to better
predict turbulence.
And if one of The Weather
Company’s more comprehensive apps –
like WSI Fusion – is in use, then weather
and operational data sit side by side;

The Weather
Company’s
Total Turbulence
product displayed
on an iPad
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*Aircraft does not need to have Gogo connectivity.

WEATHER & THE CONNECTED COCKPIT

even more beneficial, thanks to highspeed connectivity, the weather data
displayed in the cockpit is identical to
that on the screens of the operations
people back at base, further enabling
rapid, quality decision making.
Weather Alternatives
Weather data has become a valuable
addition to several connectivity
products, including those from satellite
communications specialists AirSatOne
and SD. AirSatOne’s Flight Deck Connect
LI\ITQVS[WT]\QWVWٺMZ[\ZIV[KZQJML
weather information for pilots under its air
\ZIٻ
K[MZ^QKM[KWUXWVMV\IVL5-<):;
81:-8;IVL_QVL[ITWN\]VLMZQ\[ÆQOP\
deck component. The company specialises
in supplying connectivity via Iridium and
Inmarsat services, although president
Jo Kremsreiter says: “Technically the
customer does not need to subscribe
to one of our packages to receive our
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weather data, but most systems have other
capabilities the customer wants to use.
“If the customer is using a weather
app that provides a live feed on a tablet,
they need access to the internet, which is
typically through satcom. Iridium does not
PI^MIJQOMVW]OPXQXMCQ\PI[QV[]ٻ
KQMV\
bandwidth] to handle this, so the aircraft
needs to be equipped with Inmarsat
SwiftBroadband or ViaSat satcom systems.
?MXZW^QLM_MJÅT\MZQVOIVLKIVJTWKS
high-content media, but as a default we
_PQ\MTQ[\ITT\PMI^QI\QWV_MI\PMZIVLÆQOP\
planning services so they pass through and
LWV¼\OM\KI]OP\QV\PMÅT\MZ[
“With SwiftBroadband and ViaSat,
ÆQOP\KZM_[PI^MIKKM[[^QII\IJTM\
\WÆQOP\XTIVVQVOIVL_MI\PMZ[MZ^QKM[
·IVLÆQOP\XTIVKWUPI[NZMMÆQOP\
planning plus weather information.
What’s nice about this is that the
flying community is able to use its
satcom internet for weather instead

of the proprietary SITA and ARINC
network that has historically provided
the feed to the avionics. As everyone
knows, it takes years to integrate new
technologies into the flight deck,
whereas commercially available tablets
are on top of the latest technology.”
SD includes weather in its FlightDeck
Freedom cockpit datalink service, while
its GeoServices product provides weather
alerts. Scott Hamilton, Chief Strategy
7ٻ
KMZ;I\KWU,QZMK\;,[Ia["¹<M`\
weather data is available to all FlightDeck
Freedom customers, while graphical
weather is available to those with cockpit
displays capable of displaying it. We
source our weather data from Schneider
Electric, with the exception of graphical
weather for Epic-equipped aircraft, which
is sourced from Honeywell.
“The Route Alert component of
GeoServices includes alerts based on
weather data and containing specifics

WEATHER & THE CONNECTED COCKPIT

of the weather-related phenomenon
that generated the alert. However,
GeoServices alone does not provide a
complete weather picture. Route Alerts
are sent directly to the flight deck, but
authorised users on the ground can see
all data sent to or from the
flight deck, including the
Route Alerts. GeoServices
could be considered a
complement to weather
radar, in that Route Alerts
consider weather data that
is not available to radar
systems, including forecast turbulence
and icing.”
SD’s service is compatible with the
majority of datalink avionics, but does
not deliver weather information into the
cabin for passenger consumption. “That’s
for our mobile app,” Hamilton says.
Called SD Cabin, it includes a moving

map capability for display on passenger
iPads. It shows the position and status
of the aircraft, destination weather and
_MI\PMZITWVO\PMZW]\MWN ÆQOP\º
SiriusXM has been providing weather
to business jets for many years, and SD

TAFs and METARs; extended forecasts;
weather observations; graphical winds
and temperatures aloft; echo tops; day
one convective outlook; six levels of
graphical turbulence; icing; and more.
The specific content available to each
aircraft is dependent upon
the display capabilities of
Text weather data is available to all
the installed avionics.”
FlightDeck Freedom customers, while
Like so much in
graphical weather is available to those with
aviation weather and
cockpit displays capable of displaying it
its cockpit utility, SD’s
SCOTT HAMILTON, SD
offerings combine –
SiriusXM provides
recently took advantage of that heritage, comprehensive weather data, providing
establishing an authorised reseller
a complete picture to the flight crew,
agreement to distribute SiriusXM
while GeoServices uses weather data
weather data. Hamilton remarks: “SD’s
to provide specific alerts – to create
the only reseller authorised to distribute
an increased level of pilot situational
the data to aviation users. It includes US awareness, enabling strategic decision
and Canadian weather radar; cloud-tomaking, more efficient routing and, most
cloud and cloud-to-ground lightning;
importantly, safer operations. Q

VIENNA, THE PERFECT LOCATION
FOR YOUR HOMEBASE

»
»
»
»
»

24/7 operation
13.000 m² modern hangar space
FBO and MRO available
ofﬁce and storage facilities
exclusive VIP & conferencing area

24h hotline: +43 1 7007 22345
gat@viennaairport.com
www.vah.at
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Maxime Wauters, ASL’s
Safety Manager, Deputy
Flight Operations Manager
and First Officer in the
Legacy 450’s cockpit
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I
OO-NEY off St Tropez,
during the proving
flights into La Mole.
Credit: Guillaume Voiturier

n January 2016, Belgium’s ASL and partner company
Smartair introduced EMBRAER Legacy 450 OO-NEY as the
ÅZ[\WN Q\[\aXMZMOQ[\MZMLQV-]ZWXMIVL\PMÅZ[\WٺMZML
NWZKPIZ\MZIVa_PMZMQV\PM_WZTL;QVKM\PMV);4¼[;INM\a
Manager and Deputy Flight Operations Manager Maxime
?I]\MZ[PI[JMMVQV[\Z]UMV\ITVW\WVTaQV\PMIQZKZIN\¼[
[]KKM[[J]\QVKTMIZQVOQ\NWZWXMZI\QWV[QV\W\_WKPITTMVOQVOIQZ
XWZ\[]VLMZPQ[JZQMN I[XQTW\ZM[XWV[QJTMNWZI]\PWZQ[I\QWV
2][\_MMS[IN\MZQ\[LMTQ^MZa?I]\MZ[TMLIVMٺWZ\\WXZW^M\PMRM\¼[KIXIJQTQ\a
QV\W4I5WTM;\<ZWXMb_PMZMIKWUJQVI\QWVWN [PWZ\Z]V_Ia\MZZIQVIVL
]VNI^W]ZIJTM_QVL[UISM[NWZLMUIVLQVOÆaQVO?WZSQVOKTW[MTa_Q\P.ZIVKM¼[
LQZMK\QWVOuVuZITMLMT¼I^QI\QWVKQ^QTM,/)+,QZMK\WZI\M/MVMZITNWZ+Q^QT
)^QI\QWVIVL-5*:)-:?I]\MZ[OIQVMLI]\PWZQ[I\QWVNWZZMO]TIZÆQOP\[QV\W
IVLW]\WN 4I5WTMQV[\IV\TaUISQVO\PM4MOIKa\PMTIZOM[\IQZKZIN\KIXIJTM
WN ][QVO\PMIQZXWZ\¼[UWN I^IQTIJTMZ]V_IaTMVO\P
.WZ\PMRM\¼[W_VMZ\PMI]\PWZQ[I\QWVUMIV\LQZMK\ÆQOP\[\WPQ[VMIZJaPWUM
·\PM4MOIKaZMXTIKMLI+Q\I\QWV@4;\PI\TIKSML\PMIQZÅMTLXMZNWZUIVKM
VMKM[[IZaNWZ4I5WTMVMKM[[Q\I\QVOIVPW]ZTWVOLZQ^MNZWU+IVVM[WZ<W]TWV
.WZ);4¼[KPIZ\MZK][\WUMZ[Q\UMIV\\PMWXMVQVOWN I]VQY]MWXXWZ\]VQ\a\W
TIVLKTW[M\W;\<ZWXMbIVL\PMRM\ZMUIQVMLI\4I5WTMNWZ\PM[]UUMZ[MI[WV
6W_);4WٺMZ[\PMXW[[QJQTQ\aWN ÆaQVONZWU4WVLWV+Q\aLQZMK\\W4I
5WTMIN\MZ?I]\MZ[IVLPQ[KWTTMIO]M[OIQVMLI]\PWZQ[I\QWV\WÆaQV\W\PM
=3IQZXWZ\)VQV\MV[Q^MLIaWN KTI[[ZWWUIVL[QUTMIZVQVO_Q\P.TQOP\;INM\a
1V\MZVI\QWVITQV;\4W]Q[LMUWV[\ZI\ML\PM4MOIKa¼[IJQTQ\a\WVMOW\QI\M
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1LWV¼\SVW_PW_-5*:)-:LQLQ\
J]\\PMaLQLIOZMI\RWJWN [W]VLXZWWÅVO
\PMKIJQV

\PM[\MMX[TWXMIXXZWIKPQV\W4WVLWV+Q\a1\
IT[W[M\IVQV\MZM[\QVOXZMKMLMV\QVI]\PWZQ[QVOI
KIXIJQTQ\a^QI\PM[QU]TI\WZ·I\\PM\QUMWN _ZQ\QVO
\PM4MOIKaPILaM\\W^Q[Q\+Q\aIT\PW]OP
.TM`RM\ÅZ[\ÆM_\PMTIZOMZ4MOIKaQV\W\PM
IQZXWZ\QV5IaTI[\aMIZ
=VTQSM4I5WTM4WVLWV+Q\aWJTQOML
-5*:)-:\WUWLQNa\PMIQZKZIN\ITJMQ\XZQUIZQTa
\PZW]OP[WN\_IZM]XLI\M[<PMWVTaXPa[QKITKPIVOM
XTIKMLI[QVOTMVM_J]\\WVQVIKWKSXQ\KWV[WTM
Flying Comparison
5I`QUM?I]\MZ[¼[XZM^QW][M`XMZQMVKM_I[
UW[\TaWV\PM+Q\I\QWV@4IVL@4;_Q\PI
TQ\\TM\QUMWV\PM+2J]\PMQ[MUXPI\QKITTaI
4MOIKaMV\P][QI[\.WZXI[[MVOMZ[PM[Ia[
\PMIQZKZIN\¼[KIJQVQ[QVKZMLQJTaY]QM\I4MOIKa
Y]ITQ\a\PMKZM_VW\QKM\WW"¹5WLMZV\]ZJWNIV
MVOQVM[IZMUWZM\PIV Y]QM\MZ\PIVWTLMZ
RM\MVOQVM[J]\\PMa¼ZM[\QTTY]Q\MTW]L<PMQZ
[W]VLKWUJQVM[_Q\P\PMIQZNTW_OMVMZI\MLJa
\PMIQZKZIN\¼[[XMML\WXZWL]KM\PMVWQ[M_M
PMIZQV\PMKIJQVIVLKWKSXQ\.WZW]ZKTQMV\[
Y]QM\VM[[Q[I^MZaQUXWZ\IV\ZMI[WVNWZ][QVO
IJ][QVM[[RM\Q\¼[XIZ\WN \PMOMVMZITNMMTQVOWN 
KWUNWZ\
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¹1\PW]OP\\PM+M[[VI[_MZMY]QM\J]\\PM4MOIKa
Q[ZMITTaU]KPY]QM\MZM[XMKQITTaI\PQOPIT\Q\]LM
1LWV¼\SVW_PW_-5*:)-:LQLQ\J]\\PMaLQL
IOZMI\RWJWN [W]VLXZWWÅVO\PMKIJQV1\PQVS\PM
IQZNZIUMIVL_QVOLM[QOVIT[WXTIa[IUIRWZZWTM
J]\\PMa][ML[W]VLXZWWÅVO\MKPVWTWOaQV\PM
MVOQVM[IVLKIJQV7]ZIQZKZIN\PI[IPQOPLMÅVQ\QWV
LQOQ\IT[W]VL[a[\MUIVL_PMV\PMXI[[MVOMZ[_I\KP
IUW^QMWZTQ[\MV\WU][QK_MKIVJIZMTaPMIZ\PM
MVOQVM[WZIQZÆW_·Q\¼[^MZaQUXZM[[Q^Mº
)[_MTTI[JMQVOMI[aWV\PMMIZ[\PM4MOIKa
WٺMZ[IUXTMKZM_KWUNWZ\\PIVS[\WQ\[[XIKQW][
KWKSXQ\<PM)QZJ][[\aTM[QLM[\QKSQV[\ITTMLQV
XZMNMZMVKM\W\PMUWZM\ZILQ\QWVITaWSMUISM[I
UIRWZKWV\ZQJ]\QWV\WI[XIKM\PI\WٺMZ[UWZMXQTW\
ZMITM[\I\M?I]\MZ[ZMKSWV[\PIVI.ITKWV;W
_PaQ[[XIKM[WKZQ\QKIT]XNZWV\'¹*M[QLM[MV[]ZQVO
KZM_KWUNWZ\·Q\¼[QUXWZ\IV\WVTWVOÆQOP\[·[XIKM
XTIa[ISMaZWTMQVKWKSXQ\MZOWVWUQK[0I^QVOTW\[
WN [XIKMITTW_[aW]\WWZOIVQ[MaW]ZKWKSXQ\NWZ
MI[aIKKM[[\WLWK]UMV\[KWUXIVaUIV]IT[NWZ
QV[\IVKMWZaW]ZQ8IL_M¼ZMQUXTMUMV\QVO\PM][M
WN MTMK\ZWVQKÆQOP\JIO[IVLMI[QTa[\WZM\PMU_PMV
\PMaIZMV¼\VMMLML)[XIKQW][KWKSXQ\IT[WQVKZMI[M[
[Q\]I\QWVITI_IZMVM[[[QVKMXQTW\[IZMIJTM\WY]QKSTa
IVLMٻKQMV\Ta[KIV\PMQV[\Z]UMV\[IVLLQ[XTIa[º

Thanks to
clever design,
the Legacy’s
retractable
bi-fold table is
impressively sturdy.
Credit: EMBRAER
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<PM,/)+XQTW\_PWÆM__Q\P?I]\MZ[WV\PM
4I5WTMI]\PWZQ[I\QWV_I[XIZ\QK]TIZTaQUXZM[[ML
_Q\P\PM4MOIKa¼[KWKSXQ\MZOWVWUQK[IVL
:WKS_MTT+WTTQV[8ZWTQVM.][QWVI^QWVQK[TQSMVQVO
\PMÆaQVOM`XMZQMVKM\W\PI\WN I.ITKWV@
<PM,I[[I]T\RM\PI[\PMUIV]NIK\]ZMZ¼[-);a
KWKSXQ\JI[MLWV\PM0WVMa_MTT8ZQU][-XQK
[]Q\MJ]\?I]\MZ[[Ia[\PMTIaW]\Q[ZMUQVQ[KMV\
WN \PM4MOIKa¼[¹<PM[KZMMV[IZMUW]V\MLQV\PM
[IUM»<¼[PIXMXT][JW\PIQZKZIN\PI^M[QLM[\QKS[
I\ZIKSJITT[a[\MUQV\PMKMV\ZMKWV[WTMIVL
UQVQUIT[_Q\KPM[IVLSVWJ[#^Q[]ITTa\PMaIZM
Y]Q\M[QUQTIZº
-5*:)-:PI[IT[WQVKWZXWZI\MLIU]KP
IXXZMKQI\MLaM\ZI\PMZXZW[IQKXQTW\IQLQV\W\PM
4MOIKa¼[PQOP\MKPVWTWOaKWKSXQ\¹<PMNWTLQVO\IJTM
I\JW\PXQTW\[MI\[Q[IOZMI\\WWTº?I]\MZ[MV\P][M[
¹VW\WVTaI[[WUM_PMZM\WXTIKMLZQVS[WZT]VKP
\ZIa[J]\IT[WNWZÅTTQVOQVXIXMZ_WZSIVLZM[\QVO
Q8IL[1\UISM[IOZMI\KWV\ZQJ]\QWV\W\PMKWKSXQ\¼[
MZOWVWUQK[IVLWZOIVQ[I\QWVº

<PM_Ia-5*:)-:¼[KWVÅO]ZML
\PM4MOIKa¼[ÆaJa_QZM[a[\MUXZW^QLM[
M`KMTTMV\NMMT
Avionics
8ZWTQVM.][QWVMUJWLQM[IVM`\MV[Q^MIZZIaWN 
KWUU]VQKI\QWV[VI^QOI\QWV[INM\aIVLKWV\ZWT
\MKPVWTWOaQVKT]LQVO)QZKZIN\+WUU]VQKI\QWV[
)VL:MXWZ\QVO;a[\MU)+):;+WV\ZWTTMZ
8QTW\,I\I4QVS+WUU]VQKI\QWV[+8,4+IVL
MKPIZ\[ITTWN _PQKP?I]\MZ[IXXZMKQI\M[QVLIa
\WLIaNTaQVO_Q\PW]\NWZOM\\QVO\PMQUXWZ\IVKM
WN JI[QKNTaQVO[SQTT[¹<MKPVWTWOaQ[\PMZM\W
[]XXWZ\][QVW]Z^IZQW][\I[S[_PM\PMZNTaQVO
WZUWVQ\WZQVONTQOP\XIZIUM\MZ[J]\Q\LWM[V¼\
ZMXTIKM\PMXQTW\8ZWTQVM.][QWVIT[WUISM[IV
QUXWZ\IV\KWV\ZQJ]\QWV\WQUXZW^ML[Q\]I\QWVIT
I_IZMVM[[JaZML]KQVOXQTW\_WZSTWIL
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¹*MQVOIJTM\WTWWSW]\[QLMQ[IVQUXWZ\IV\ILLML
^IT]M\W[INM\a1VJ][QVM[[I^QI\QWV_M[WUM\QUM[Æa
\WZMUW\MVWVKWV\ZWTTMLIQZXWZ\[0IbIZL[IZW]VL
\PMUUQOP\QVKT]LM[UITT>.:IQZKZIN\\MZZIQVWZ
W\PMZWJ[\IKTM[4WWSQVOW]\[QLMQ[^Q\ITJ]\[WQ[
SVW_QVO\PMIQZKZIN\¼[\MKPVWTWOaQ[IT_Ia[\PMZM
QUXZW^QVOW]ZTM^MTWN [INM\a
¹<PMLI\ITQVS)+):;IVL+8,4+MVIJTM][\W
KWUU]VQKI\MLQOQ\ITTa_Q\PW\PMZIOMVKQM[QVKT]LQVO
IQZ\ZIٻ
KKWV\ZWTC)<+EUIQV\MVIVKMWXMZI\QWV[
IVL[WWV1VIZMI[_Q\P+8,4+KWUXI\QJQTQ\a_M
][MQ\ZI\PMZ\PIV\ZILQ\QWVIT>0.KWUU]VQKI\QWV
\WQV\MZIK\_Q\P)<+?PMVZMOQWV[IZMPQOPTa
KWVOM[\MLQ\KWV\ZQJ]\M[\WI^MZaQUXWZ\IV\
ZML]K\QWVQV^WQKMKWUU]VQKI\QWV»TQJMZI\QVO¼
NZMY]MVKaKIXIKQ\aNWZW\PMZ][MZ[
¹?MIT[W][M\PM[a[\MU[\WWJ\IQV_MI\PMZ
ZMXWZ\[QVÆQOP\·Q\¼[^MZa][MN]TQN _M¼ZMM`XMK\QVO
PIbIZLW][_MI\PMZ·WZ\WOM\W]ZXZMLMXIZ\]ZM
KTMIZIVKMWV\PMOZW]VL<PMaKIVJM][MLQVÆQOP\
\W[MVLMUIQT[\W\PMKWUXIVa[PW]TLIXZWJTMU
WKK]ZWZ\WZMKMQ^M\PMU[PW]TL\PMaVMML\WQVNWZU
][WN ITI[\UQV]\MKPIVOMNWZQV[\IVKM1\¼[ZMITTa
very useful!
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¹)VLWN KW]Z[MMKPIZ\[IZMIVIJ[WT]\MU][\NWZ
ZM^QM_QVOIQZXWZ\LMXIZ\]ZMIZZQ^ITIXXZWIKPIVL
TIVLQVOXZWKML]ZM[\PMaZMITTaNIKQTQ\I\MJZQMÅVO[
JM\_MMV\PM\_WXQTW\[<PMIQZKZIN\¼[XW[Q\QWVQ[
LMXQK\MLWVUW[\IXXZWIKPKPIZ\[_PQKPQ[IOZMI\
\WWTNWZ[Q\]I\QWVITI_IZMVM[[º
<PMZM¼[KTMIZTaVWLW]J\QVO8ZWTQVM.][QWV¼[
KIXIJQTQ\aJ]\?I]\MZ[[Ia[Q\¼[IT[WM`\ZMUMTa
MI[a\W_WZS_Q\P"¹1ÅVLQ\^MZa][MZNZQMVLTa
TWOQKITQVKWVKMX\IVLLM[QOVIVLJ]QT\[W\PI\
XZWKM[[M[UISM[MV[M?PMVaW]TWWSNWZXIZ\QK]TIZ
QVNWZUI\QWVaW]SVW_M`IK\Ta_PMZMIVLPW_\W
ÅVLQ\1\¼[\aXQKITWN :WKS_MTT+WTTQV[\PI\\PMZM
IZMIT_Ia[\_WWZ\PZMM_Ia[\WÅVL\PM[IUM
XQMKMWN QVNWZUI\QWV][QVOLQٺMZMV\TWOQKIVL
QV\MZNIKM[·\PZW]OP\PM\ZIKSJITTWZU]T\QN]VK\QWV
SMaXILNWZQV[\IVKM<PM[a[\MUITTW_[UIVa
QVNWZUI\QWVLQ[XTIaNWZUI\[IVLQ\¼[][MN]T\W[M\]X
INM_[\IVLIZLTIaW]\[NWZKMZ\IQVXPI[M[WN ÆQOP\
J]\Q\MVIJTM[KWUXZMPMV[Q^MZML]VLIVKa_PQKP
KWV\ZQJ]\M[\WQUXZW^ML[INM\aº
0MIT[WLM[KZQJM[\PM4MOIKaI[»[UIZ\¼·¹1\
\MTT[aW]_PMV[WUM\PQVOQ[_ZWVOIVLZMUQVL[aW]
_PMV\WLW\PM\PQVO[Q\LWM[V¼\LWI]\WUI\QKITTaº

It’s typical of the
Legacy’s subtle
application of
technology that the
overhead cabin
tech panels activate
at the approach of
a hand.
Credit: EMBRAER
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5IVaWN \PMUIQV\MVIVKMJMVMÅ\[WN INI]T\ITMZ\QVO
[a[\MUIZMWJ^QW][J]\?I]\MZ[[Ia[\PMZM¼[UWZM
\WQ\\PIVÆIOOQVOINI]T\"¹<PMUIQV\MVIVKMXMWXTM
IXXZMKQI\MQ\WN KW]Z[MM[XMKQITTa[QVKMQ\ITTW_[][
XQTW\[\WMI[QTaQLMV\QNa\MKPVQKITUITN]VK\QWV[WZ
NI]T\[\PI\UIaJMLQٻ
K]T\\WZMXWZ\
¹-VOQVMMZ[[WUM\QUM[NIKMP]OMKPITTMVOM[\ZaQVO
\W\ZW]JTM[PWW\UITN]VK\QWV[JI[MLWV^MZaJI[QK
XQTW\ZMXWZ\[°».]MTXZM[[]ZMÆ]K\]I\M[¼NWZQV[\IVKM
UMIV[VW\PQVO\WUIQV\MVIVKM1\KW]TLJMIVa\PQVO
NZWUIUITN]VK\QWVWN \PMOI]OM\PZW]OPI[MV[WZ
Q[[]MIVMVOQVMUITN]VK\QWVWZIN]MT[]XXTa[a[\MU
XZWJTMU*MQVOIJTM\WKTMIZTaQLMV\QNa\PMZWW\
KI][MWN IXZWJTMUQ[^MZa][MN]TIVLIKKMTMZI\M[
UIQV\MVIVKMXZWKM[[M[<PM[a[\MUIT[W\MTT[aW]
_PMV\WLW\PQVO[_PMV\WLW_VTWILKMZ\IQV
XIZIUM\MZ[NWZM`IUXTM[W\PI\M^MZa\PQVOKIVJM
\ZIKSMLQVOWWL\QUMº
Fly-by-wire
8QTW\[PI^MJMMVSVW_V\WJMUWIV\PMIZ\QÅKQIT
NMMTWN ÆaJa_QZMKWV\ZWTaM\?I]\MZ[[Ia[\PM
4MOIKa¼[[a[\MUUISM[ÆaQVOX]ZMXTMI[]ZM
_PQTM\PMÆQOP\MV^MTWXMXZW\MK\QWV[a[\MUMV[]ZM[

[]KP[UWW\PXZWOZM[[\PI\Q\KIVJMLQٻ
K]T\\W
XMZKMQ^M_PM\PMZ\PMIQZKZIN\Q[WVI]\WXQTW\WZ
VW\¹<PMLQZMK\TQVSJM\_MMV\PMXQTW\¼[PIVL[IVL
NMM\IVLKWV\ZWTUW^MUMV\[XZM^IQTMLNWZ\PMÅZ[\
aMIZ[WN I^QI\QWVR][\I[_Q\PKIZ[6W_W]Z
KIZ[PI^MLQZMK\QWVITI[[Q[\IVKMI]\WZMO]TI\QVO
KZ]Q[MKWV\ZWTLQ[\IVKMKWV\ZWTMUMZOMVKa
I]\WJZISQVOTIVMI[[Q[\IVKMXIZSI[[Q[\IVKMIVL
UWZMITTJZMISQVO\PMLQZMK\TQVSJM\_MMVLZQ^MZ
IVLKIZIVLQ\¼[M`IK\Ta\PM[IUM_Q\PUWLMZV
IQZKZIN\.TaJa_QZMI[[Q[\[XQTW\[IVLXZW^QLM[
ILLQ\QWVIT[INM\aNMI\]ZM[\WXZW\MK\\PMIQZKZIN\
NZWU[Q\]I\QWV[_PMZM_MKMZ\IQVTaLWV¼\_IV\\W
JMIVL_PMZMQ\_W]TLJMKWUM]V[INM1\LWM[V¼\
ZMUW^MZM[XWV[QJQTQ\aNZWU\PMXQTW\VWZZML]KM
PQ[WZPMZKIXIKQ\a\WQV\MZIK\_Q\P\PMIQZKZIN\
[a[\MU[IVLKWV\ZWT[
¹<PM_Ia-5*:)-:¼[KWVÅO]ZML\PM4MOIKa¼[
ÆaJa_QZM[a[\MUXZW^QLM[M`KMTTMV\NMMT<PM
IQZKZIN\QUUMLQI\MTaZMIK\[\WKWV\ZWTQVX]\[IVL
QV[WUM[Q\]I\QWV[WZXPI[M[WN ÆQOP\·TIVLQVONWZ
QV[\IVKM·\PMÆQOP\KWV\ZWTTI_[XZW^QLM\PMNMMTWN 
IKWV^MV\QWVITIQZKZIN\_Q\PLQZMK\KWVVMK\QWV\W\PM
KWV\ZWT[]ZNIKM[º
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5I`QUM?I]\MZ[LM[KZQJM[WXMZI\QVOQV\W4I
5WTMI[»ZMITÆaQVO¼"¹1\¼[JIKS\W>.:PIVL
ÆaQVOTWWSQVOIZW]VLNWZW\PMZIQZKZIN\PMTQKWX\MZ[
]T\ZITQOP\[IVLJQZL[1\¼[OZMI\NWZUIQV\IQVQVO
W]ZÆaQVO[SQTT[_PQKPQ[[WQUXWZ\IV\VW_ILIa[º
1UXTaQVO\PMZM¼[ITIKSWN WXXWZ\]VQ\aQVUWLMZV
I^QI\QWV\WXZIK\Q[M[]KPÆaQVO'
?Q\PPQ[;INM\a5IVIOMZPI\WV?I]\MZ[
[Ia["¹*I[MLWV\PMKWVNMZMVKM[1¼^MJMMV\WIVL
\PM[\]LQM[1¼^MZMIL1\PQVSXQTW\[\MVL\WZMTa
WVI]\WUI\QWV\WWU]KPIVLUIaNWZOM\[WUM
WN \PMN]VLIUMV\IT»[\QKSIVLZ]LLMZ¼XQTW\QVO
[SQTT[7N KW]Z[MI]\WUI\QWVQ[OZMI\IVL
I^QI\QWVPI[VM^MZJMMV[INMZ\PIVQ\Q[\WLIa
J]\\PMZMIZMUWZMIVLUWZMIQZKZIN\NTaQVO
_Q\PTIZOMZTWIL[WN XI[[MVOMZ[KIZOWIVL
N]MTNTaQVOPQOPMZNI[\MZIVLN]Z\PMZ\PIVM^MZ
JMNWZM;W\PM[M^MZQ\aWN IKKQLMV\[QVKZMI[M[
M^MVQN \PMTQSMTQPWWLWN IVIKKQLMV\Q[TW_
\PIVS[\WaMIZ[WN QVKZMLQJTMKWUUQ\UMV\NZWU
\PMQVL][\Za\WQUXZW^M[\IVLIZL[\W_IZL[I
PQOPTM^MTWN [INM\a
The ‘T’ shape arrangement of the Legacy’s Proline Fusion displays and
uncluttered cockpit space ensure efficient ergonomics.
EMBRAER
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<ISMWٺWVIKWTLLIaI\TQOP\_MQOP\
IVL\PM4MOIKaKTQUJ[TQSMIÅOP\MZ°

SPOKEN FROM THE FRONT

¹)QZKZIN\PI^MJMKWUM[WZMTQIJTM\PI\_PMV
[WUM\PQVOPIXXMV[\PM»[\IZ\TM¼MٺMK\KIVXZM^MV\
XQTW\[ZMIK\QVOIXXZWXZQI\MTa<PQ[Q[\PMKPITTMVOM
_MNIKM*MQVOIJTM\WÆaUIV]ITTaIVLPI^M[WUM
LMOZMMWN NZMMLWU\WXMZNWZU^Q[]ITUIV]IT
IXXZWIKPM[WVIZMO]TIZJI[Q[I[TWVOI[\PMa¼ZM[INM
KWV\ZQJ]\M[\WUIQV\IQVQVOKZ]KQITXQTW\QVO[SQTT[º
Legacy Experience
¹-^MZa\QUM_MNTaQV\W;\<ZWXMb4I5WTM_M
[\QTTNMMTM`IK\TaI[_MLQL\PMNQZ[\\QUMIVL
ZMITQ[MR][\PW__MTT\PMIQZKZIN\XMZNWZU[)VL
VW__M¼^M]XOZILMLQ\NWZ\PM[\MMXIXXZWIKP
KMZ\QNQKI\QWVIVL\ZIQVMLNWZ4WVLWV+Q\aQV\PM
[QU]TI\WZ·_PQKP_I[OZMI\ ?MPI^MV¼\JMMV
\PMZMaM\J]\1¼U[]ZMQ\_WV¼\JMTWVO0WXMN]TTa
W]Z[_QTTJM\PMNQZ[\4MOIKaQV\W\PMIQZXWZ\
¹*]\_MOM\\WÆaQV\WITW\WN »KPITTMVOQVO¼
IQZXWZ\[_Q\P[XMK\IK]TIZ[KMVMZaQVKT]LQVO
+PIUJMZa\PMXWX]TIZ_QV\MZ[SQLM[\QVI\QWVQV
.ZIVKMIVL;QWVQV;_Q\bMZTIVL?MIT[WÆM_\W
1VV[JZ]KSQV)][\ZQIIVL*WTbIVWQV\PM1\ITQIV

)TX[ITTWN \PMUOZMI\M`XMZQMVKM[<PMI^QWVQK[
IZMINIV\I[\QKPMTXI\\PM[MIQZXWZ\[IVLM[XMKQITTa
\PMMVPIVKML^Q[QWV[a[\MUC->;E_PQKPOMVMZI\M[
ILQOQ\ITOZIXPQKITZMXZM[MV\I\QWVWN \PM\MZZIQV
WJ[\IKTM[IVLIQZXWZ\WV\PMXZQUIZaÆQOP\LQ[XTIaº
<PM4MOIKaWXMV[]XIVaV]UJMZWN 
LM[\QVI\QWVXW[[QJQTQ\QM[NWZQ\[W_VMZIVLKPIZ\MZ
XI[[MVOMZ[IVLM`XW[M[Q\[XQTW\[\WVM_IVL
QV\MZM[\QVOIQZXWZ\[1[Q\XW[[QJTM\W[]U]X\PM
XQTW\QVOM`XMZQMVKM'
¹?M[Ia\PI\WV\PM[IUM\ZQX_MPI^M\PMNMMTQVO
WN ÆaQVO\PZMMWZNW]ZLQٺMZMV\IQZKZIN\°<ISMWٺWV
IKWTLLIaI\TQOP\_MQOP\IVL\PM4MOIKaKTQUJ[TQSM
IÅOP\MZJ]\\PMVQ\KZ]Q[M[TQSMIV)QZJ][WZ*WMQVO
_Q\PI^MZa[\IJTM[UWW\PY]QM\ZQLM<PMV_MUQOP\
XMZNWZUIVIXXZWIKPQV\W;\<ZWXMbI\I[XMMLKTW[M
\W\PI\WN I+QZZ][WZ+M[[VI TQOP\XTIVMIVLTIVL
Q\^MZa[PWZ\?PMV_M][MUI`QU]UI]\WJZISM
_MRWSQVOTa[IaQ\[TQSMTIVLQVOWVIVIQZKZIN\KIZZQMZ
JMKI][MWN \PM[a[\MU¼[QVKZMLQJTM[\WXXQVOXW_MZ
<PM4MOIKaR][\NMMT[[INM)VL_Q\PW]\LW]J\
Q\¼[ITW\WN N]V ºQ
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ASL/Smartair
took delivery
of Europe’s first
Legacy 450 in
January last year.
Credit: EMBRAER
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Later this year, users
will begin streaming
movies from
nicemedia direct to
their PEDs. Credit: SD

Inflight Movie
Optimising the viewing experience
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INFLIGHT MOVIE

W

e no longer
expect to
watch a
movie at
home. Instead
we expect to
be immersed in a movie experience,
and it’s an expectation carried over
into the cabin. Consumers have
been swayed by a raft of screen
IVLKWV\MV\\MKPVWTWOQM[WٺMZQVO
greater contrast, increased resolution, surround sound and, looking
beyond much of the marketing
hype, bigger screens just to impress
the neighbours.
But there is much more to creating
a truly immersive, top quality movie
experience than a big screen and loud
speakers. Ioana Predonescu, Manager for
Custom Products at Lufthansa Technik/
Panasonic joint venture IDAIR says:
“High resolution and picture quality
are key to delivering the optimal movie
viewing experience. Technologies,
including 4K and HDR, the size of the
monitor, distance to it and viewing angle,
combine to provide such an experience.
“Usually, larger screens provide
an outstanding movie experience,
but depending on airframe type the
proportion between screen size and
viewing distance is a deciding factor. It’s
often also a matter of personal taste.
Viewing angle is also important. Just
like in the cinema or at home, there are
preferred positions and optimal seats.
These are typically carefully considered
during the cabin layout design phase.”
There’s also the question of
content compatible with the new
[KZMMV[XMKQÅKI\QWV["¹<PMTI\M[\0,
technologies require 4K/UHD or HDR
content. Yet 4K content remains a rare
commodity, although the number of
options is growing,” she says.

Cabin space and layout are clearly
QUXWZ\IV\QVLMTQ^MZQVO\PMXMZNMK\QVÆQOP\
movie, so how do designers adapt their
solutions to the available area? “The
video and audio solution is usually
scalable to suit the aircraft type. Larger
screens, greater than 55in, are typically
installed on widebodies, which may give
the impression of a better quality movie
experience than on a narrow body. But it’s
QUXWZ\IV\\WZMUMUJMZ\PMQVÆ]MVKMWN 
personal taste and preference.”
IFE Backbone
For them to avoid becoming
obsolete almost immediately, inflight
entertainment (IFE) systems must offer
considerable flexibility. Among them,
Rockwell Collins’ Venue is a market
leader and Chris Jameson, Fellow,
Cabin Systems Engineering, explains
how the manufacturer aims to keep it
that way.

remains compressed until it’s decoded
at the monitor. When the content is
uncompressed, from devices including
Blu-ray players, Sat-TV equipment, or a
camera, Venue delivers the uncompressed
content directly to the monitors. This is
important, because real-time encoding
and compressing of this type of content
adds latency and possible artefacts to the
video content. Venue eliminates that and
delivers the best quality video.
“Because of the rapid and continued
display technology improvement
in the commercial market place,
Rockwell Collins will be adding a
display electronic unit to the Venue
architecture. This will enable it to
supply all its unique video functionality
to any monitor equipped with HDMI
or dual-link 3G-SDI inputs, up to 4K
resolution. With this, we’ll be able to
continuously support the best monitors
with the best technology available.”

High resolution and picture quality are key to
delivering the optimal movie viewing experience
IOANA PREDONESCU, IDAIR

“Venue provides the best possible
movie experience in a couple of ways. It
_I[\PMÅZ[\KIJQVUIVIOMUMV\[a[\MU
\WXZW^QLMPQOPLMÅVQ\QWV^QLMW\W\PM
business jet market, delivering 720p in
2008. Later in 2017, it’ll be delivering
4K/UHD video as it continues to
enhance the best movie experience.
¹;MKWVLTaL]M\WQ\[ÅJZMWX\QK
backbone, Venue has the ability to deliver
compressed and uncompressed video to
bulkhead and in-seat monitors in its native
format. When the content is already
compressed, as it is on a server with a
solid-state drive or on a USB device, it

2IUM[WVUMV\QWV[I»ÅJZMWX\QK
backbone’, but what does it do? “The
/JX[ÅJZMWX\QKJIKSJWVMMVIJTM[
Venue to support up to 22 streams of
uncompressed 1080p video throughout
the cabin, as well as 4K video to bulkhead
monitors, for the best possible video
quality. To date, connections to monitors
have then been wired with coax cabling
for uncompressed content and Ethernet
wiring for compressed content. Venue also
delivers compressed content to personal
electronic devices via WiFi.
“Each of the Venue monitors has
the ability to play uncompressed and
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compressed content. This provides
the ability to present the best video
quality for each. Compressed content
is delivered via the fibre-optic Ethernet
backbone and each user can select any
of the content that’s available. Most of
the compressed content is delivered by
a server, and more than one user can
control (pause/fast forward) and view
the same content simultaneously.”
Crucial Content
While manufacturers grapple with
the requirements for delivering HD
content from Ultra HD Blu-ray DVD
players and even via streaming server,
there remains an insatiable appetite
for inflight movies barely out of the
cinema. These so-called early window
releases are subject to detailed licensing
agreements between service providers
and studios, typified by the work
Lufthansa and SD are doing as they
prepare their nicemedia premium
content service for mid-2017 launch.
Via a lightweight 5×7×3in SmartBox,
users will stream content to personal
electronic devices including iPhones,
iPads, Android phones and tablets.
The box will be preloaded with digital
rights management (DRM) secured,
licensed content, some of it HD, and
including 50 movies and 15 each of 30and 60-minute TV shows. Subsequent
monthly updates on the ground – in the
Wٻ
KMPIVOMZWZPWUM·_QTTILL]X\W
15 additional movies per download, plus
new TV shows, for a monthly fee. The
SmartBox is carried onto the aircraft
and PEDs connected via a one-time
authentication.
Nicemedia works through Lufthansa’s
agreements with the major Hollywood
studios, allowing it access to purchase
content. This is compiled through the
assistance of a content service aggregator,
before Lufthansa makes it available to SD
nicemedia subscribers.
Movies will be available in early
window content, recently out of cinemas
but not yet released on DVD, although
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Venue is integral to
Bombardier’s Global
cabin offering.
Credit: Rockwell Collins

it’s worth noting that movies still in
cinemas are rarely available in flight,
even on commercial airlines. Nicemedia
will, of course, also include latewindow material, otherwise already
available on DVD.
Sound Experience
Sound is a major component in a
convincing movie experience and one
that an aircraft cabin is not ideally suited
to delivering. Predonescu explains:
“Background noise and even structural
vibrations are challenging factors in
creating an optimal movie experience.
Active noise-cancelling headsets and
environments, and overhead sound,
are the latest technologies enabling
control of the best sound position in the
cabin. Combined with audio software,
these new technologies allow overhead
sound to be dynamically focused or
repositioned. We use these technologies
to deliver the industry’s most high-tech
cabin experience.”
Beyond sound and vision, integrating
cabin management with IFE further
optimises viewing conditions, as Predonescu

M`XTIQV["¹1VÆQOP\MV\MZ\IQVUMV\IVLKIJQV
management system software harmonises
cabin ambience and the movie
experience. Dynamic lighting scenarios,
dimming, window shades and audio
technologies all combine to help create
the best movie experience.”
Chris Jameson describes Venue as
a ‘very customisable’ complete CMS/
IFE. “It has a feature called ‘scenes’
that enables a user to press one button
to select the setting on several systems
simultaneously. For example, a user
can select a ‘movie scene’ that turns
on the Blu-ray player, sets the audio
to the cabin speakers, lowers the
shades and sets the cabin lighting to
the desired level and colour. Users can
customise the themes and control them
via sideledge-mounted touch screen
switches, in-seat touch screen displays
and their tablets or phones.”
Future Experience?
Has IDAIR delivered the ultimate
inflight movie experience? Predonescu
responds: “We trust that we offer a
state-of-the-art IFE/CMS experience,

INFLIGHT MOVIE

but constantly look towards the future,
considering new technologies that could
help deliver the best experience possible
for our customers.”
Jameson reckons: “The last decade has
been incredible for the improvement of
video in the aviation market. The advent
of all-digital video distribution within the
cabin has virtually eliminated the noise
associated with analog distribution. The
IL^IVKMUMV\WN PQOPLMÅVQ\QWVKWV\MV\
and displays has also changed quickly,
starting with 720i, to 720p, to 1080p and
now 4K. The quality of LED backlit LCD
monitors has also improved in resolution,
contrast, brightness and viewing angle.
The combination of these factors results in
video quality that vastly surpasses that of
10 years ago.”

4WWSQVOQV\WPQ[PQOPLMÅVQ\QWVKZa[\IT
ball, he says: “The next 10 years will also
be fascinating to watch. We can be sure
that various implementations of organic
light-emitting diode [OLED] displays will
become mainstream within the home and
aircraft cabin. Displays will continue to
become much thinner as well.
“In particular, we should be asking:
»0W__QTTÆM`QJTMLQ[XTIa[_WZSW]\QV\PM
large-format screen arena? Where will
transparent OLED displays be used? Will
one of the new display technologies –
micro LEDs, for example – replace OLED?
Will 8K become the new standard?’.
“Although the improvements may well
be less dramatic than they were in the
previous 10 years, it’s certain video quality
will continue to improve.” Q

Venue demonstrates its ability to feed multiple displays simultaneously.
Credit: Rockwell Collins
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R

arely has a simple
abbreviation
encompassed
so vast a discipline. Consider
a complete 747-8
BBJ cabin refurbishment, a Citation
tyre change, King Air deep service,
IFE software update or an engineer
hauling urgent parts to a grounded
aircraft, all of them maintenance,
repair and overhaul (MRO) procedures. The vast MRO industry that
SMMX[J][QVM[[I^QI\QWV»ÆaQVOÅ\¼
is founded on careful recording and
monitoring, factors essential in
ensuring the highest standards of
safety, as well as helping maintain
used aircraft values.

Headquartered in Peterborough,
Ontario, family-owned Flying Colours is
a model MRO with original expertise in
Bombardier jets. In 2009, Flying Colours
purchased JetCorp, establishing a US
presence at St Louis and subsequently
developing it into a thriving MRO,
completions and avionics facility. The
purchase enabled Flying Colours to
increase its overall MRO and completion
capacity, adding hangar space and specialist
skilled workers – today the company boasts
expertise in Beechcraft, Dassault, Embraer,
Gulfstream and Bombardier models.
A Flying Colours spokesperson
remarked: “Thanks to its impressive
team, the facility has a strong reputation
for maintenance and a growing name
for completions/conversions, which it’s

Flying Colours offers MRO services
for a variety of aircraft types.
Flying Colours
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OASES data presentation. Commsoft
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]VLMZXQVVML_Q\P[QOVQÅKIV\OZW_\PQV
the MRO business. The two locations now
mirror each other in terms of capability
and output, although only Peterborough
WٺMZ[XIQV\_WZSº
The Canadian MRO is also typical
in expanding into Asia, although its
extremely close relationship is perhaps
a little less usual. Now employing more
than 20 people, the operation sits within
Bombardier’s Service Centre at Seletar
)QZXWZ\IVLWٺMZ[QV\MZQWZZMN]ZJQ[PUMV\
to complement the OEM’s on-site
maintenance work.
It’s an interesting concept, as the Flying
+WTW]Z[[XWSM[XMZ[WVM`XTIQV["¹?MWٺMZ
a full range of interior services, including
preliminary inspections, removals and
QV[\ITTI\QWVZMXIQZ[UWLQÅKI\QWV[IVL
refurbishment work. The full-service
QV\MZQWZWٺMZQVOKWUXTMUMV\[*WUJIZLQMZ¼[
comprehensive line and heavy maintenance
services for the complete Bombardier
J][QVM[[IQZKZIN\XZWL]K\TQVMº
If Flying Colours’ global presence is
growing, then Jet Aviation’s is burgeoning.
<PM/MVMZIT,aVIUQK[KWUXIVaWٺMZ[
large-cabin maintenance services in Basel,
Dubai, Singapore and St Louis, with MRO
for all jet types at several more bases in
Africa, Asia, Europe, the Middle East and
North America.
Company public relations and
communications specialist Charles
Bosworth explains the rationale behind
the wide spread of facilities: “Jet Aviation’s
[MZ^QKMWٺMZQVO[QVKT]LMUIQV\MVIVKM
completions and refurbishment,
engineering, FBO and fuel services,
IQZKZIN\UIVIOMUMV\KPIZ\MZIVL[\IٻVO
Geographically, our global operations
support two broad regions: The Americas,
and EMEA and Asia.
“We have an integrated ‘hub and spoke’
business service model, operating four
major MRO hubs, located in St Louis,
Missouri; Basel, Switzerland; Dubai,
United Arab Emirates; and Singapore, all
supported by other global maintenance
facilities to meet regional demand. Our
two completions centres are in Basel and St

MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND OV ERHAUL

Louis, while we operate 20 FBOs around
\PM_WZTLIVLUIVIOMIOTWJITÆMM\WN 
IXXZW`QUI\MTaIQZKZIN\º
Keeping track
Accurate records are fundamental
to safety oversight and regulatory
compliance, and while a deft hand in
MS Excel might suffice for a singleaircraft operation, specialist aviation
engineering software packages exist
to integrate, streamline and monitor
processes. Among them, Commsoft’s
Open Aviation Strategic Engineering
System (OASES) has gained a solid
foothold among the airlines and their
supporting MROs, and is proving
increasingly attractive to outfits
specialising in bizjet maintenance
– Commsoft currently has six such
customers, a number Managing Director
Nick Godwin expects to grow since
OASES developments have focused
on vastly improving its functionality
for customers, including mobile
applications.
He explains: “The basic principles
of CAMO [continuous airworthiness
management organisation] and MRO
process control apply whatever an aircraft’s

role and OASES covers these equally. The
corporate jet market is characterised by its
much lower aircraft utilisation, typically
PW]Z[XMZIVV]UNWZ»ÆM`RM\¼\aXM
[KPMUM[KWUXIZML\WÆaQVO
hours for airliners. As such, OASES, which
tracks hours, cycles and calendar-based
events in parallel, covers all aspects. The
LQٺMZMVKMQ[\PI\\PMWXMZI\WZQ[UWZM
likely to be using a LUMP [low utilisation

Jet Aviation operates a St Louis MRO facility.
Images Jerry Naunheim via Jet Aviation
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maintenance programme], which will have
more emphasis on calendar-based checks.
“From the MRO side, the processes
of gathering, monitoring and managing
XZWL]K\QWVLI\INZWU\PM[PWXÆWWZIZM
the same. OASES has been extensively
developed to meet the requirements of
our various customers, including Harrods
Aviation, to manage invoice generation
and commercial management, and help
develop future quotes. While the processes
for corporate aviation MRO are similar to
those of airline MRO, a system like OASES
has to cater for a much greater range of
‘drop-in’ customers, requesting smaller
packages of work or more varied diversity.
Corporate MRO is therefore likely to have
a larger range of customers from a wider
registration base with smaller work content,
all of which must be quoted clearly and
invoiced promptly.
*MaWVL\PMJMVMÅ\[ITZMILaLM[KZQJML
/WL_QV[Ia["¹?MÅVL\PMKWZXWZI\M
aviation market tends to use embedded
systems, among them corporate aviation
maintenance planning, which are included
in the initial aircraft price as a service
WٺMZQVONWZ\PMÅZ[\WVMWZ\_WaMIZ[
7ٺMZMLI[IUIVIOML[MZ^QKM\PM[a[\MU[
PI^MJMVMÅ\[J]\KIVTMIL\WQ[[]M[WN 
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Flying Colours also works
out of St Louis.
Flying Colours

Text weather data is available to all FlightDeck Freedom
customers, while graphical weather is available to those
with cockpit displays capable of displaying it
SCOTT HAMILTON

CAMO oversight. “CAMO organisations
often use OASES to look after aircraft for
several customers. Some of these will be
controlled entirely in the software, while
others will be monitored over and above
the existing subscription service to give
greater oversight. This is particularly true
for Airworthiness Directives [ADs] and
Service Bulletins [SBs], which must be
very carefully monitored for each customer
and, where SBs might have a cost with an
MKWVWUQKWZXMZNWZUIVKMJMVMÅ\IOZMML
with the customer.
“Our direct customer base has around
85 customers, looking after more than
I^QI\QWVÆMM\[<PMK][\WUMZKIV
subject to its contract with the CAMO,
be given read-only or direct access to its
maintenance website. OASES has many
security controls and transaction logs, with
auditing capabilities to control many such
MV^QZWVUMV\[º

OASES is built around the basic
principles of CAMO and MRO process
control, which apply equally whatever the
aircraft size or role. Several customers use
7);-;\WUWVQ\WZUQ`MLÆMM\[WN RM\[
XQ[\WVXW_MZMLÅ`ML_QVOIQZKZIN\IVL
helicopters. Godwin says: “The technical
XZQVKQXTM[IZM\PM[IUMJ]\\PMLQٺMZMVKM[
may be economic. And although a
smaller aircraft, with less to control, can
be monitored in Excel or similar general
software, such systems are usually not
maintained adequately should someone
leave an organisation, and data is not easily
linked with other systems or functions.
Increasingly, airworthiness authorities
prefer a fully supported, professional
[a[\MUJIKSMLJa[]XXWZ\º

FLYING COLOURS’
EXECLINER
Thanks in part to its close relationship
with Bombardier, Flying Colours has
developed an unusual MRO expertise
with ex-airline CRJ airliners, which
it modifies under its ExecLiner
programme. “We’ve become specialists
in converting CRJ200s to corporate
shuttle or VIP format,” the spokesperson
says. “With more than 35 conversions
complete, we’ve become real experts
in the work. The ExecLiner’s popular
because owners can create an interior
that matches their expectations, yet
it remains competitively priced. Each
conversion has its own unique set
of requirements and we support the
owner right from the very beginning
in terms of finding the right aircraft
and going through the pre-purchase
inspection. In an ideal world this
ensures good due diligence that stops
us finding ‘surprises’ at a later stage.
“We also help the owner define
the mission and talk with them about
what’s feasible in their time frame
and budget, create the maintenance
schedule that manages any overhaul,
and begin the design process to create
the interior as the client requests.
We then go through installation,
completion and delivery.
“The full process takes anywhere
between four and ten months
depending on the complexity of
the interior, the state of the aircraft,
modifications we have to make during
the process and any last-minute
changes. We can also manage future
repairs, overhaul and touch-ups. Our
capacity to perform interior and exterior
maintenance in parallel reduces
downtime, which is always a significant
factor for the owner/operator.” O

MRO split
Providers deliver targeted MRO for
particular components, systems and
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aircraft types, frequently depending on
the size of their operation. Hangarage
and runway capacities have particular
effects on aircraft size and, inevitably,
how a company splits its MRO
capability.
How does Flying Colours divide its
capacity? “Heavy checks are 50% of the
workload at St Louis, where we’re experts
on the Bombardier Challenger and Learjet,
IVL,I[[I]T\.ITKWV+IJQVZMÅ\IVL
smaller maintenance jobs account for most
of our remaining business there, while at
8M\MZJWZW]OP_MWٺMZIJW]\ KIJQV
KWUXTM\QWV[UWLQÅKI\QWV[XIQV\_WZSIVL
]XOZILM[IVL UIQV\MVIVKM_WZSº
The Peterborough facility historically
lacks runway and hangar capacity for
IQZKZIN\[QOVQÅKIV\TaTIZOMZ\PIV\PM
*WUJIZLQMZ+:2MٺMK\Q^MTaM`KT]LQVO
Flying Colours from ACJ and BBJ work.
With both types in widespread service, is
\PMKWUXIVaUQ[[QVOI[QOVQÅKIV\[PIZM
of the market? “Up until now we’ve not
WٺMZML5:7[MZ^QKM[NWZ\PM)+2**2
We’re comfortable with the niche we’re
in, although we receive many customer
requests for this narrow body work. We’re
now looking at expanding into the sector
and working with the airport to expand our
footprint at Peterborough, while looking at
WX\QWV[QV;\4W]Q[º
*MaWVLQ\[Å`MLJI[M[.TaQVO+WTW]Z[
Q[IOIQV\aXQKITIUWVO5:7[QVWٺMZQVOI
reactive aircraft-on-ground (AOG) service.
“We have a team of engineers that we
dispatch to aircraft with technical issues
anywhere in the world and regularly send
them out from both facilities. We have
monitored AOG support phone numbers
and email addresses for all the aircraft types
_M_WZSWVº
Comprehensive records are an integral
component of aircraft sales, depending
on MRO providers to maintain and
update records so that aircraft travel
between clients with a fully traceable,
accountable and transferable document
chain. Missing links are usually costly to
ÅTT)UQ[[QVO),ZMKWZLNWZM`IUXTM
can mean the work needs repeating.
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Jet Aviation St Louis facility
includes a paint booth.
Jet Aviation

OEM MRO
Bombardier supports its customers through independently managed Authorized
Service Facilities (ASFs) that receive scheduled OEM audits to ensure they deliver
the expected maintenance quality. Andy Nureddin, VP Customer Support and
Training, Bombardier Business Aircraft explains: “Bombardier’s ASF network, located
in key regions including South Africa and the Middle East, complements its FAA
Diamond Award-winning Service Centres worldwide. As the OEM, Bombardier
knows its customers’ aircraft best and has the expertise to provide industry-leading
maintenance, repair and overhaul services at one of its 60 global facilities. We built
the aircraft, so we know it inside out.
“Bombardier Service Centres have the OEM advantage of quicker access to
the worldwide distribution network of parts, mobile repair units and field service
representatives, which are available 24/7/365. In 2016, Bombardier invested
greatly in its service network, adding two Customer Response Team trucks in the US,
hiring 200 additional technical representatives and expanding its Service Centre
capabilities across the network, with the addition of new facilities at Biggin Hill, UK
and Tianjin, China.
“Bombardier supports its ASFs with full access to technical publications, technical
training, advisory wires, service bulletins and the latest in FAA and Transport Canada
regulations. In addition, Bombardier ASF technical representatives are provided
with communications materials during customer advisories, on-site courses
at Bombardier Service Centres and annual conferences, including an annual
Maintenance and Operations conference.
“We also collect feedback, as well as in-service reliability and performance
data to improve our products across the board. And we receive regular feedback
from customer forums, including customer advisories and the Maintenance and
Operations conferences. Our customers are at the heart of everything we do, which is
why the customer service network is connected to all areas of the business, offering
the highest quality of products and services.
“Finally, Bombardier provides its customers peace of mind through retrofit options
and enhancement programmes that increase aircraft reliability and resale price.” O

MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND OVERHAUL

Undercarriage units without scheduled
overhaul documentation may need
_WZSQVOIOIQV1VLMML\PMÅVIVKQIT
burden can be such that an airframe
becomes unsalable, or cannot be returned
WٺTMI[M_Q\PW]\KWV[QLMZIJTMQV^M[\UMV\
Godwin summarises: “Any aircraft
that’s been professionally controlled and
has extensive documentation, backed by
reports and audit logs in a system like
OASES, will have a higher resale value
and be more marketable. When an aircraft
is returned or re-delivered to a lessor – a
situation prevalent for many years in the
airline world and a growing market sector
in corporate aviation – the documentation
must be accurate. Without it, major costs
or penalties can be incurred as highly paid
specialists wrestle to determine the aircraft’s
\Z]MIQZ_WZ\PQVM[[[\I\Mº
<PMNIZZMIKPQVOJMVMÅ\[WN 
maintenance software now being realised
within bizjet MRO are among several
developments changing the industry.
Over the last decade, it has grown
around routine inspection and upgrade,
work Flying Colours describes as: “Very
UM\PWLQKITZW]\QVMIVL\I[SWZQMV\I\MLº
Now, “Task orientation will continue,
but technology has been enhanced
and this will help reduce maintenance
intervals. When you combine this

=X]V\QTVW__M¼^MVW\WٺMZML5:7[MZ^QKM[NWZ\PM
ACJ/BBJ. We’re comfortable with the niche we’re in,
although we receive many customer requests for this
narrowbody work
FLYING COLOURS SPOKESPERSON

with connectivity capabilities, and
improvements in next-gen avionics, it
will modernise the MRO business as it
JMKWUM[UWZM[WXPQ[\QKI\MLº
/WL_QVIT[W[MM[\PMQVÆ]MVKMWN 
connectivity, and says it’s already having
IVMٺMK\"¹7);-;PI[JMMVM`\MV[Q^MTa
connected with various operations
systems for airline and corporate use,
although corporate operators tend to
view operations data in isolation. It’s
being successfully fed with engineering
data from Class 1, portable electronic
\MKPVQKITTWOLM^QKM[NZWU\PMÅOP\LMKS
and these devices can also be programmed
to receive information related to scheduled
maintenance events.
“We’re also developing a range of
applications for use on mobile devices.
The first deployed enables pilots to
access a forecast for maintenance events
from their CAMO customer’s system.
These systems are already in use and
more will be deployed in response to
K][\WUMZLMUIVLºQ

Flying Colours’
Peterborough hangar.
Flying Colours
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Join European business leaders, government
ofﬁcials, manufacturers, ﬂight department
personnel and all those involved in business
aviation for the European Business Aviation
Convention & Exhibition (EBACE2017). Visit the
website to learn more and register today.

REGISTER TODAY
www.ebace.aero
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Burning &
Turning in 2017
Business jet and
turboprop developments

While Dassault’s Falcon 8X is winning plaudits,
issues with the Safran Silvercrest engine have
delayed the Falcon 5X, shown here. Dassault
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An Airbus-developed
ACJ350 office concept. ACJ

F

rom continued
product improveUMV\\PZW]OPÆQOP\
\M[\QVOKMZ\QÅKI
\QWVÅZ[\LMTQ^MZa
IVLVM_XZWL]K\
LM^MTWXUMV\XZWUQ[M[\WJM
IVQV\MZM[\QVOaMIZNWZJ][QVM[[RM\[
IVL\]ZJWXZWX[?PQTM)QZJ][IVL
*WMQVO_WZSWV\PMQZTI\M[\UWLMT[
JI[MLWV\PMVM_OMVMZI\QWVWN N]MT
Mٻ
KQMV\ZMMVOQVML)VMWIVL
5)@IQZNZIUM[*WUJIZLQMZQ[ÆQOP\
\M[\QVO\PMZILQKIT/TWJITIVL
/]TN[\ZMIUQ[XZMXIZQVO\WLMTQ^MZ
Q\[ÅZ[\/M^MVI[\PM/\M[\
XZWOZIUUMKWV\QV]M[
Meanwhile, Cessna is pushing on with
the Citations Latitude and Longitude, while
making progress on its Denali turboprop,
Piper is focused on M-class product
LM^MTWXUMV\IVL8QTI\][R][\ÆM_Q\[\PQZL
PC-24 prototype as it works on the rugged
jet-powered stablemate to its best selling
PC-12 NG turboprop.
Airbus Corporate Jets
At ACJ, the primary focus is on
delivering the first green ACJ320neo
towards the end of next year. In the
meantime, the manufacturer has
released its Melody cabin concept for
the aircraft, elements of which could be
incorporated into new-build ACJ320 jets
should a customer desire.
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Aerion
After its 2014 collaboration deal with Airbus, Aerion is continuing work on the
AS2 eight to 12-seat supersonic business jet. The aircraft is expected to cruise at
around Mach 1.5 over water and initially at 0.95 over land, but Aerion is confident
that work with regulators will eventually see it cleared for Mach 1.2 ‘boomless
cruise’ over land.
Airbus is taking an engineering role with particular emphasis on airframe structures,
\PMÆaJa_QZMKWV\ZWT[N]MT[a[\MUIVL]VLMZKIZZQIOM)MZQWVLMXQK\[\PMIQZKZIN\
I[I\ZQRM\QVQ\[UIZSM\QVOTQ\MZI\]ZMIVLIT\PW]OP\PQ[Q[Q\[UW[\TQSMTaKWVÅO]ZI\QWV
XW_MZXTIV\TIaW]\_QTTVW\JMÅZUML]X]V\QTIVMVOQVM[MTMK\QWVQ[UILM+MZ\QÅKI\QWV
and service entry are expected around 2024. O

Aerion’s artists’ impressions for the AS2 are based
on engineering drawings, although powerplant
configuration has yet to be confirmed.
Aerion

INDUSTRY VIEW

Already in service on the A320neo
IQZTQVMZ\PM)+2VMWWٺMZ[\PMKPWQKM
of Pratt & Whitney PW1100G or CFM
International Leap-1A engines. Work is also
WVOWQVO\WWٺMZ\PM[PWZ\MZ)+2!VMW
Airbus’ other new-generation airliner, the
A350 XWB is already impressing passengers
in airline service and the OEM reports
strong interest in the ACJ350 version,
[KPML]TMLNWZÅZ[\LMTQ^MZaQV!*WI[\QVO
a 22-hour endurance with 25 passengers and
their baggage, the jet enables what Airbus
calls ‘non-stop to the world’ range.
Boeing Business Jets
On 9 March, Boeing announced the award
WN .))KMZ\QÅKI\QWVNWZQ\[5)@ 
IQZTQVMZXI^QVO\PM_IaNWZÅZ[\LMTQ^MZQM[
in the coming months. It also brought the
new line of Leap-1B engined BBJs (below)
closer to reality. Boeing plans to replace the
 JI[ML**2_Q\P\PM5)@ IVL
the 737-900 based BBJ3 with the MAX
9. Smallest and longest-ranged of the
family, the MAX 7 was announced at last
year’s Farnborough International Airshow
as replacement for the original BBJ, also
known as the BBJ1.

Compared to the BBJ1, the MAX 7 is
N\QV!UTWVOMZM`XIVLQVOKIJQV
space and making way for two additional
fuel tanks. Combined with the latest
aerodynamic developments and frugal
Leap-1B, the extra fuel gives the jet a
7,000nm range with eight passengers,
[]ٻ
KQMV\NWZ,]JIQ6M_AWZS
+][\WUMZ[U][\_IQ\]V\QT NWZ\PM
5)@ \WJMKWUMI^IQTIJTMNWZ\PM
5)@!IVLIVW\PMZ\_WaMIZ[NWZ\PMÅZ[\
MAX 7. Boeing also notes steady interest in
\PM IVL **2[

Global 7000 FTV1 has the early wing design. Production
aircraft will have a lighter but aerodynamically similar wing.
Bombardier

Bombardier
At its Toronto manufacturing facility and Wichita, Kansas Flight Test Center,
Bombardier’s focus is on the Global 7000, a Mach 0.925-cruise, 17-passenger
jet, powered by General Electric Passport turbofans. The initial Global 7000
Flight Test Vehicle (FTV) flew for the first time from Toronto’s Downsview
IQZXWZ\WV6W^MUJMZIVL_QTTJMRWQVMLJaNW]ZN]Z\PMZXZW\W\aXM[QV
an intensive flight-test campaign aiming for service entry in the second half of
next year.
Earlier wing issues involving excess structural weight were resolved in a redesign
MٺWZ\\PI\PI[LMTIaML\PMXZWOZIUUMJa\_WaMIZ[.<>Q[ÆaQVO_Q\P\PMWZQOQVIT
»PMI^a¼_QVO_PQTM.<>Q[M`XMK\ML\WÆaQV)XZQTJ]\ÅZ[\LMTQ^MZQM[WN \PMTQOP\MZ
wing are not expected until ‘later this year’.
*WUJIZLQMZPI[VW\KWVÅZUMLZ]UW]Z[\PI\\PMM^MVTWVOMZZIVOMLJ]\[PWZ\MZ
/TWJIT PI[JMMVKIVKMTTMLIT\PW]OPVWLM^MTWXUMV\\QUMTQVMNWZ\PM\aXMQ[
publicly available. Meanwhile, the OEM is also working hard to introduce Ka-band
on its existing Global line, along with Rockwell Collins Venue CMS/IFE. O
Cessna
In celebratory mood, Cessna marked the
45th anniversary of the first Citation
delivery in January. Development
and testing of the Citation Longitude
super-midsize jet, the latest in a
long line of models since, is due for
imminent completion, followed by
anticipated certification by the end of
the year. Work also continues to gain
international certifications for the
Citation Latitude.
Design and development work on the
high-performance Denali single-engined
turboprop is also continuing, with the
aircraft’s General Electric Advanced
<]ZJWXZWX)<8MVOQVMZ]VVQVONWZ\PMÅZ[\
time. Carrying a maximum of 11 occupants,
\PM,MVITQ_QTTWٺMZIVUZIVOM_Q\PI
pilot and four passengers on board.

Daher
On 30 January, Daher announced
first delivery of its Model Year 2017
TBM 930 turboprop. Features new for
the model include a redesigned cabin
with new seat cushions, headrests and
armrests. The seat fairings are now
covered in Ultraleather synthetic fabric
for increased longevity. Customers
choose between Black Diamond,
Beige Luxor and Agate Grey cabin
‘harmonies’, with brushed aluminium
fittings for the main door stair, handrail,
pilot door and rear seat side beam as
standard; a polished finish is available as
an option.
The cabin temperature controls are now
backlit and high-power USB charging ports
are installed to left and right. All Model
Year 2017 TBM 930 and TBM 900 aircraft
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IZMIT[WKWVÅO]ZML\WIKKWUUWLI\M\PM
-TQ\M8ZQ^IKaMVKTW[]ZMIY]QKSKPIVOM
option that integrates a lavatory in the
aft fuselage. It serves as a bench-type
seat with a low divider wall when not in
use, but converts to a fully private toilet
compartment at the touch of a button.
In the cockpit, Garmin’s GTX 345
\ZIV[XWVLMZQ[VM_+WVÅO]ZMLNWZ
Automatic Dependent SurveillanceBroadcast In (ADS-B In) compatibility, the
MY]QXUMV\MVIJTM[IQZKZIN\QV=;IQZ[XIKM
\WZMKMQ^M\ZIٻ
KIVL_MI\PMZQVNWZUI\QWV
Previous options that are now included
as standard on the 2017 model include a
stick-shaker linked to the aircraft’s under
speed protection system and the Flight
Stream 210 gateway, enabling wireless
connectivity for two mobile devices running
the Garmin Pilot app. A new digital hour
UM\MZNWZÆQOP\\QUM\ZIKSQVOIVL\PZMM
high-power USB charging ports are also
added to the cockpit.
Dassault
Vadim Feldzer, Head of Falcon Global
Communications, reports that after
gaining certification at the end of last
aMIZ,I[[I]T\¼[.ITKWV @NTIO[PQXQ[
being delivered to customers worldwide
and receiving very positive reports for its
performance and cabin comfort. After
visiting Bangalore for Aero India 2017
JM\_MMVIVL .MJZ]IZa\PMIQZKZIN\
made its Australian debut at Avalon on
\PM \P
Feldzer also says: “The Falcon 5X should
OWJIKS\WÆQOP\\M[\QVOTI\MZQV\PMaMIZWVKM
we’ve received a new engine shipset.”

EMBRAER has incorporated standard auto-throttle and
SVS into the Legacy 650E avionics package. EMBRAER

EMBRAER
With its Phenom 300 the most delivered
bizjet for the fourth year running in
IVL\PM4MOIKaMIZVQVO
plaudits, EMBRAER is on a roll. Key
developments for 2017 include the
Phenom 100 EV, E2VS for the Legacy
IVL4MOIKa-
According to the manufacturer,
\PM4MOIKa-WX\QUQ[M[\PMLM[QOV
characteristics of the super-midsize
4MOIKa_Q\P\PMZIVOMWN \PM
TIZOMKIJQV4MOIKaILLQVOVM_
generation avionics upgrades and a
10-year, 10,000-hour systems and
components warranty, for the Legacy
¼[=; !UQTTQWVTQ[\XZQKM<PM
aircraft includes an upgraded Primus
Elite Advanced Features avionics suite
WٺMZQVO[aV\PM\QK^Q[QWVIVLI]\W\PZW\\TM
as standard – auto-throttle will also be
I^IQTIJTMJaZM\ZWÅ\NZWUÅZ[\Y]IZ\MZ 
Primus Elite Advanced Features also
ZMXTIKM[\PM4MOIKa¼[KI\PWLMZIa
\]JMXZQUIZaÆQOP\LQ[XTIa[_Q\PTQY]QL

crystal displays and includes provision for
\_W)XXTMQ8ILMTMK\ZWVQKÆQOP\JIO[<PM
4MOIKa-_QTTMV\MZ[MZ^QKMQV\PMÅZ[\
Y]IZ\MZWN \PQ[aMIZ
Last September, the FAA granted
KMZ\QÅKI\QWV\W-5*:)-:¼[-VPIVKML
>Q[QWV;a[\MUWZ->;<PMMY]QXUMV\
combines enhanced vision system (EVS)
and synthetic vision system (SVS) into the
XZQUIZaÆQOP\LQ[XTIaIVL0=,WN \PM
Legacy 450/500. First installations were
accomplished towards the end of the year
and the manufacturer is rolling E2VS out
across its Legacy output in 2017.
EMBRAER introduced the market to
\PM]XOZILML8PMVWU->QV2]Ta
IVLIQU[\WLMTQ^MZ\PMÅZ[\IQZKZIN\\PQ[
year. With more than 340 Phenom 100s
in service, the Phenom 100 EV features
more powerful Pratt & Whitney Canada
8?.-MVOQVM[[]ٻ
KQMV\NWZIPQOP
speed cruise threshold of 405kt at FL330.
.]TTN]MTXIaTWILQ[QVKZMI[ML\WTJ
IVLÆQOP\\QUM\WQVQ\QITKZ]Q[MIT\Q\]LM
shortened to 19 minutes, 20% faster than

Cessna is continuing its efforts to
gain international certifications for
the Citation Latitude.
Cessna
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Initial production G500s should
reach customers this year.
Gulfstream

for the previous model. The Phenom
100’s already impressive hot-and-high
performance is also improved.
<PMIQZKZIN\¼[8ZWLQOa<W]KPÆQOP\
deck is based on Garmin’s G3000
avionics suite. It includes SVS and
introduces three 14.1in high-resolution
touch-screen displays. A new weather
radar is also available to Phenom 100
EV customers, plus a standard system
providing vertical navigation guidance
during climb, cruise and descent.
EMBRAER has augmented the
Phenom 100’s ice detection and deicing
system with an automatic alert for ice
accretion. The SurfaceWatch runway
incursion alert system and reactive wind
shear alerting are available, as well as
a new brake control unit that improves
lateral controllability.
Finally, passenger comfort is improved

in the redesigned cabin, which features
a straight-line main aisle and relocated
XW_MZW]\TM\[WٺMZQVO=;*KPIZOQVOIVL
providing more space.
Gulfstream
Gulfstream first flew the G500 in 2015
and anticipates receipt of FAA type
certification this year, followed by first
customer deliveries. Capable of covering
5,000nm with eight passengers, the
/_QTTKZ]Q[MI\5IKP IVLZMIKP
a maximum altitude of 51,000ft.
)TWVO[QLM/KMZ\QÅKI\QWV\PM
/ÆQOP\\M[\XZWOZIUUM_QTTKWV\QV]M
\PZW]OPW]\<PMIQZKZIN\ÅZ[\ÆM_TI\M
TI[\aMIZIVL.))KMZ\QÅKI\QWVQ[IV\QKQXI\ML
QV NWTTW_MLJaQVQ\QITLMTQ^MZQM[
Although it has new aircraft
programmes running in parallel,
Gulfstream has not forgotten its in-service

TMOIKaÆMM\1\ZMKMV\TaZMKMQ^MLI
[]XXTMUMV\IT\aXMKMZ\QÅKI\MNWZ),;*
v.2 for the GIV, completing the system’s
availability across the Gulfstream range.
According to the company’s Director,
Corporate Communications Heidi Fedak,
the move marks Gulfstream out as:
¹°WVMWN \PMÅZ[\WZQOQVITMY]QXUMV\
UIV]NIK\]ZMZ[\WWٺMZ),;*7]\NWZQ\[
N]TTÆMM\WN IQZKZIN\º
<PM7-5Q[IT[WWٺMZQVO2M\+WVVM@I[
IKWUXTM\QWVWX\QWVIVLNWZZM\ZWÅ\\PQ[aMIZ
HondaJet
Marketing efforts for the unusually
configured HondaJet continue in
2017, initially with the aircraft’s first
appearance in China, at the Asian
Business Aviation Conference and
Exhibition at Shanghai, between 11 and
13 April.

Piaggio
With its latest Avanti EVO model
gaining increasing traction in the US
market and recently made available
for charter in the UK, Piaggio is
seeing renewed interest in the type.
<PMVM_^IZQIV\Q[Y]QM\MZ\PIVQ\[
Avanti II predecessor, aerodynamically
refined and introduces five-bladed
scimitar propellers for its Pratt &
?PQ\VMa+IVILI8<MVOQVM[O

Passengers particularly appreciate
the Avanti EVO’s quiet, spacious cabin.
©Paul Cordwell/Piaggio Aerospace
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Pilatus flew its final PC-24 prototype
for the first time on 6 March. Pilatus

Pilatus
7V5IZKP8QTI\][NTM_\PM\PQZLIVL
final prototype of its PC-24, which it’s
dubbing the Super Versatile Jet. The
two-hour five-minute sortie saw the
series-standard aircraft join the first
two prototypes in the test programme
and Pilatus reported they had flown
1,350 hours to date. The latest aircraft
will perform the type’s certification
flying, towards a milestone expected to
JMZMIKPMLQVNW]Z\PY]IZ\MZ\PQ[aMIZ
Pilatus says initial deliveries from its
IQZKZIN\WZLMZJWWS_QTTOWIPMIL
immediately after certification.
Pilatus is also seeing burgeoning
success with its rugged PC-12 NG
turboprop – global sales were up 20%
QV8QTI\][VW\M["¹?MM`XMK\\W
deliver the 1,500th PC-12 in mid-2017,
IVL\PM_WZTL_QLMÆMM\WN 8+IQZKZIN\
_QTT[]ZXI[[\PMUQTTQWVPW]ZUQTM[\WVM
about the same time.” O

Brand new styling will
revitalise the SJ30i
cabin from 2018.
SyberJet
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Power for Piper’s M500
comes from a PT6A-42A
turboprop. Piper

Piper
Piper is tight-lipped about its plans for
\PM5IVL5\]ZJWXZWX[J]\
Jackie Carlon, Director of Marketing &
Communications reveals: “We have a
product development strategy for each of
our M-class models that will enable us to
provide the market and our customers with
innovative and meaningful products.” O

Sukhoi’s SBJ is based on the
SSJ100 regional airliner. Sukhoi

Sukhoi
1V[]UUMZ\_W;]SPWQ*][QVM[[
Jets (SBJs) were delivered to the
Royal Thai Air Force (RTAF) for
governmental and military commander
transport as the first SBJs ordered by
a non-Russian customer. The RTAF
signed for a third jet in December. By
early 2017, nine SBJs were in service. O

SyberJet
;\QTT\PM_WZTL¼[NI[\M[\TWVOM[\ZIVOMLTQOP\RM\\PM;aJMZ2M\;2]VQY]MTa
offers a sea level cabin altitude to 41,000ft. Mark Fairchild, General Manager &
Director of Sales/Customer Service at SyberJet, says: “We’re finishing work on
a new cockpit we call SyberVision, incorporating Honeywell’s Epic 2.0 avionics
into the certified SJ30. We’re expecting to fly our flight test aircraft later this
year, beginning the certification process that will enable us to begin delivering the
]XOZILML;2QQV 
“SyberVision features four 12in LCDs and standard SmartView SVS, INAVTM
moving map display system, electronic charts/maps, TCAS II, TAWS Level A, synoptic
displays, dual FMS with dual WAAS GPS/LPV, single INS, on-board weather radar,
full EICAS, electronic checklists, DME, ADS-B Out, and 0.3nm RNP, as well as
support for FANS-1A, SmartLanding, SmartRunway, TOLD, ADS-B In, emergency
LM[KMV\UWLMIVL:>;5WXMZI\QWV[7X\QWV[QVKT]LM+8,4+@5_MI\PMZÆQOP\
data recorder, cockpit voice recorder, dual charts/maps, HF radio, satcom and EVS.
“The SJ30i will also have a new cabin layout with an all new, forward-facing beltable
XW\\a[MI\IVL[Q`\P_QVLW_1\[UWZMIOOZM[[Q^M[\aTQVOQVKT]LM[KIZJWVÅJZMIVLJZ][PML
IT]UQVQ]U_PQTMW\PMZPQOPMVLI]\WUW\Q^MÅVQ[PM[_QTTIT[WJMI^IQTIJTMºQ

It’s easy to see which Falcon owners
have long-range plans.
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